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1991

CULTURE & COMICS
Have a look at whatever atlas you have in the house.
Does it show Leningrad in the far northwest of the USSR?
Is Yugoslavia to the east of Italy? 1991 changed all that.

I

remember having breakfast in New
York and watching on tv the
August Coup against Mikhail
Gorbachev. I wondered if the USA would
close its borders and I would have to stay
during another Cold War. As we know
now, what was happening was that
various states in the USSR wanted
independence which led to the end of the
Soviet Union (of which Gorbachev was
the last leader) and the establishment of
modern Russia with Boris Yeltsin elected
its 1st President. That northern city had
been Leningrad from 1924, but was now
St Petersburg, reclaiming its links both to
the apostle and Peter the Great who had
established the city.
Down south, Croatia and Slovenia
declared that they wanted to break away
from Yugoslavia. There followed the
Bosnian War in early 1992, as
wonderfully detailed by Joe Kubert in his
greatest graphic novel, Fax from
Sarajevo. On 3rd October 1991, Germans
were celebrating German Unity Day. The
Wall which separated East and West (and
which had featured the slogan Be Pure!
Be Vigilant! Behave! from 2000AD’s
Nemesis) was demolished and Germany
was finally one country.
Other sad things were happening. The
Gulf War began with Operation Desert
Storm to liberate Kuwait from Iraq. The
IRA launched mortars at 10 Downing

Street during a Cabinet meeting. The
Prince and Princess of Wales announced
their separation. And to cap it all, Freddie
Mercury died.
Jazz great Miles Davis also died at the
age of 65. You should never give anyone a
Lifetime Achievement Award at 64 that’s just asking for trouble!
With all these serious things
happening, it was just as well that Sega

Thank goodness
for Deadpool. We
needed something
to cheer us up.
New Mutants #98
introduced us to the
character who would
eventually star in
two incredibly
entertaining movies.

launched the first Sonic the Hedgehog as
their response to the popularity of
Nintendo’s Mario. Now every household
had two consoles, lots of wires, and
families who were thoroughly
entertained.
Not much to laugh about at the
cinema, I’m sorry to say. Silence of the
Lambs caused sleepless nights with the
sibilant Anthony Hopkins replacing the
scary Brian Cox (who went on to
superstardom in X2) as Hannibal Lecter.
Thelma and Louise had a shocking
ending (no spoilers here). And Oliver
Stone did not give us anything to smile
about in JFK, about the conspiracy
theories around the assassination of
Kennedy which had forced Stan Lee back
in November 1963 to pulp More You
Don’t Say! a magazine whose photo
cover featured JFK.
1991 also saw the exhumation of
Zachary Taylor, the 12th US President.
There was a conspiracy theory around his
death in office in 1850, when he had only
been elected in 1848. It was said that he
had been poisoned with arsenic, but no
trace was found on his remains. He
possibly died from cholera. So far, 8
Presidents have died in office, 4 from
natural causes and 4 from assassination.
Will Oliver Stone ever tackle the other 3?
Thank goodness for Deadpool. We
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CULTURE

needed something to cheer us up. New
Mutants #98 introduced us to the
character who would eventually star in
two incredibly entertaining movies. He
was initially a supervillain who could
regenerate like Captain Scarlet, but his
creators Fabian Nicieza and Rob Liefeld
soon evolved him, as Marvel characters
often do, into the non-stop talking
character we all love when he breaks the
“fourth wall”. Fabian and Rob were on a
roll that year. Their X-Force earned their
own book. Ron Perelman had bought
Marvel in 1989, having come from
Revlon Cosmetics. Archie Goodman
remarked to me at the time, “Soon we’ll
be getting scratch and sniff X-Men
comics!” Archie wasn’t far wrong. XForce #1 came bagged and with trading
cards.
At first, it was difficult to argue with
Perelman’s approach. X-Men #1 by Chris
Claremont and Jim Lee came with 5 (!)
variant covers and sold a staggering 8
million copies! Everyone involved in
comics was going to be a millionaire!
Elektra lived again in a beautifully
designed large size hardcover, published
under the Epic label so that Frank Miller
didn’t have to bother with any continuity
issues. Barry Windsor-Smith gave us a
definitive origin of Wolverine beginning
in Marvel Comics Presents #72, a useful
source for a forthcoming film series or
two. And speaking of the movies… Jim
Starlin, Ron Lim, and George Pérez gave
us Infinity Gauntlet.
So what was DC up to while all this
was going on? Robin - well, the 3rd
Robin, Tim Drake - got his own title
packaged with a Bolland cover and a Neal
Adams poster. In Action # 662, Lois Lane
must have felt like a right chump when
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So what was DC
up to while all this
was going on? Robin
- well, the 3rd
Robin, Tim Drake
- got his own title
packaged with a
Bolland cover and a
Neal Adams poster.
Clark took off his glasses and opened his
shirt. Not much of an investigative
reporter, apparently. Detective #627,
celebrated the 600th issue featuring
Batman with a reprint of the very first
tale. The Justice Society returned yet
again. Aquaman got his own title again to
celebrate his 50th anniversary.
Elseworlds, another non-continuity
book, brought us Batman: Holy Terror.
And just in case you thought Batman was
over-exposed, Superman got his 4th title
with The Man of Steel (DC always
aspired to publish comics weekly like in
the UK, and sometimes they just about
achieved that).
As well as fancy packaging, Crossover
Events, which bankrupted many a
student, were also popular. DC had two.
Armagedon 2001 was in the mode of
Secret Wars which had started the trend

in 1984. And George Pérez gave us a good
looking series in War of the Gods,
featuring the New Gods. Kirby may have
last written these characters in 1985’s The
Hunger Dogs, but he left quite a legacy at
DC.
This was the period where events and
artwork and presentation became more
important than story. It was a time of
many speculators buying many comics
without even feeling obliged to read
them or even take them out of their
packaging. Cometh the day, cometh the
magazine. Where Comics Journal insisted
on taking the art of comics seriously
(sometimes too seriously), Wizard had a
price guide in every monthy issue. They
included looks at movies and TV and
other media and eventually heavily
promoted the new guys on the block like
Image and Valiant.
Actually, new publishers and
independent creators were producing
some fine works in 1991, both in the USA
and UK.
Cartoon Books (and eventially Image)
published Jeff Smith’s Bone, a wonderful
saga that would last for 55 issues and is
still available 30 years later in a giant
paperback. After appearing in horror
anthology Taboo, From Hell by Alan
Moore and Eddie Campbell began
appearing in its own volumes, while in
Taboo #5 there began the chequered
publishing history of Moore and Melinda
Gebbi’s Lost Girls. Drawn and Quarterly
had been founded the previous year, but
was gradually being appreciated for
publishing some great stuff from the likes
of Julie Doucet, Seth, Joe Matt, and
Chester Brown.
A UK publisher that more and more
people were talking about was John
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Brown. He had bought Viz in 1987, and I
persuaded him to also publish Scotland’s
Electric Soup in 1990, assuring him it
would sell in Viz-like quantities. He was
also the publisher of the paperback of
Wagner, Grant, and Smith’s The Bogie
Man. And in 1991, he published Blast!
Blast! was a really European style
monthly magazine, very slick looking. It
originally published some reviews and
articles from the recently cancelled
magazine about comics, Speakeasy,
which John Brown had also bought. But
it was mostly an anthology of great
comics. There were reprints of Concrete
by Paul Chadwick and Mr Monster by
Michael T Gilbert, both American, and
Torpedo 1936 by Jordi Bernet (whose
original artist was Alex Toth). And then
there was original British work from
Warren Ellis and D’Israeli - Lazarus
Churchyard - and Gordon Rennie and
Martin Emond - White Trash. Great stuff.
But sadly, there was not apparently a Vizsized market for this kind of publication
and it ceased with issue #7.
Meanwhile, there was another
businessman who had his eyes on the
comics market.
Geoff Fry (one name divided in two,
like Stan Lee) had gone from zero
turnover to over a million in two years
with Neptune Distributors, taking on
Titan who were the biggest comics
distributor at the time. Titan also
published comics, so Geoff wanted to do
that and created Trident. Trident
published the first works of Mark Millar
and the excellent St Swithin’s day by
Grant Morrison and Paul Grist as well as
works by Eddie Campbell and Neil
Gaiman. Not at all bad, by any standard.
Because I had published The Bogie

Man, Geoff wanted my help on a new
project. It was supposed to be a
European magazine like Metal Hurlant,
or indeed Blast! He wanted me to
persuade my pals who worked on, indeed
had created, 2000AD to listen to his
proposal. We assembled in Pat Mills’
house - Kev O’Neill, Mick McMahon,
John Wagner, Alan Grant - and Geoff
outlined his idea. They were all to get
shares in a new company! Their own
retained copyright! A say in all that
happened! Too good to be true? Well…
Then Geoff handed out these
spreadsheets. If, instead of monthly, we
were to publish weekly, everyone would
soon be millionaires (cf. above with what
was happening at the soon-to-be
bankrupt Marvel). I pointed out that,
unlike IPC and DC Thomson, Geoff had
no inventory to slot in when an artist
missed a deadline. Such an inventory
would, of course, take time to assemble,
but Geoff was not a man who had any
time for patience.
So, Toxic! - the weekly - appeared. Pat
Mills and Kev O’Neill had done a great
job in concept and design. I loved the
strips: Marshall Law, Makabre, Accident
Man, The Driver. And I loved the
Underground Comix feel, especially
when they went “Over The Top” with Sex
Warrior. But (don’t say I told them so…)
some deadlines were missed. The editor
changed. People weren’t getting paid on
time. Then not paid at all. It was a real
shame. By 1992, all of Geoff ’s companies
were bankrupt. The only long term effect
it all had on 2000AD was that they began
to publish more strips in colour.
And then there is To the Heart of the
Storm, one of Will Eisner’s finest graphic
novels. Both world wars are here but the

book, at heart, deals with another
subject. “I had begun this book with the
intention of writing about what I
believed to be the biology of prejudice.
Rather than use dry scholarly
documentations, I thought it would be
more interesting to report my own
personal experience. About one-third
into the book, I realised that I was
producing an autobiography. It gave me
serious pause, for writing a self-revealing
account of one’s life takes considerable
courage. It took me a year to produce.”
The most chilling double page spread
in the novel begins in a very crowded
cafe in Vienna. Schmuel (Will’s father in
this telling) is ignoring the build up of
troops in Germany and Austria. Then:
“Archduke Ferdinand has been
assassinated at Sarajevo! “ (Yes, sadly the
same Sarayevo Joe Kubert was to write
about over 70 years later.) The cafe
empties except for Schmuel who order
another coffee “and a little schnapps”. He
may not realise it, but we know it is time
for Jews to get out of that part of Europe.
It takes him a few pages more to decide
to leave for New York - not that the
prejudice stops there.
In case you are still wondering, I did
manage to get back on schedule from
New York.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE
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REVIEWS

1991 - TEN COMICS

10
Bone #1

Created, written, illustrated by Jeff
Smith. Publisher: Cartoon Books (USA)
A brilliant, magnificent book,
beloved by young and old alike, and
one that would later go on to sell
millions of copies when Smith took it
to Scholastic Books. It could easily be
classed as the most important US
comic of the modern age, such has
been its impact on getting kids into
the medium.
A that perfect combination of a
book with an extremely low first
printing and high demand means the
first printing of Bone #1 has a record
sale of $12,000.
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09
Flash 53 - Fast Friends
(the issue where The Pied
Piper comes out)
Written by William Messner-Loebs,
pencils by Greg LaRocque, inks by Jose
Marzan, Jr, colours by Glenn Whitmore,
letters by Tim Harkins, cover by Dan
Jurgens. Publisher: DC Comics (USA)
It's a routine sort of Flash story,
but it's important for the first few
pages where The Pied Piper, a
reformed member of the Flash's
Rogue's Gallery, came out to Wally
West.
It wasn't the first openly gay (sortof ) superhero at DC, that was
Extraño in Millennium #2 back in
1988, but that was a disgraceful
character, draped in clichés.
Thankfully, Pied Piper's coming out,
a year before Marvel’s Northstar, was
handled so simply, so matter of factly,
and so well.

08
The Infinity Gauntlet
Written by Jim Starlin, pencils by
George Perez (Ron Lim from issue four),
inks by Joe Rubenstein & Tom Christopher, colours by Christie Scheele &
Ian Laughlin, letters by Jack Morelli.
Publisher: Marvel Comics (USA)
Almost the entire Marvel
Cinematic Universe owes everything
to Jim Starlin in general and The
Infinity Gauntlet in particular.
Without Starlin, without Thanos,
without The Infinity Gauntlet, the
whole multi-billion Dollar movies
just wouldn't have had the same
impact.
At the time though, this was just
another big Marvel series, with the
mad Titan pursuing his plan to get
the stones and wipe out half the
universe, leading to Adam Warlock
and Earth's superheroes mounting a
fight back. At the time it was a big
series, but looking back on it now,
who’d have seen it spawning
everything that it did?
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YOU HAVE TO OWN

07

06

05

New Mutants #98

Optic Nerve

Palookaville

Plot by Rob Liefeld, script by Fabian
Nicieza, art and cover by Rob Liefeld,
colours by Steve Buccellato, letters by
Joe Rosen.
Publisher: Marvel Comics (USA)

By Adrian Tomine
Self-published (USA)

By Seth
Publisher: Drawn & Quarterly (Canada)

Tomine burst into comics in 1991
with his self-published Optic Nerve
mini-comics, and it was obvious to
anyone seeing it that this was a major
talent in the making, raw in places
perhaps but still showing the
potential to become exactly what he
did, a master storyteller and an
incredible artist.
These mini-comics led to a multiaward-winning and critically lauded
career, the Drawn & Quarterly Optic
Nerve series, multiple critically
acclaimed graphic novels, (including
32 Stories, The Complete Optic
Nerve Mini Comics) and frequent
work as a contributor and cover artist
for The New Yorker. But it all began
here, in a series of incredible minicomics, short vignettes, quiet,
restrained works, intense works, but
all of them remarkable examples of a
superb young talent.

Like Optic Nerve, Seth's
Palookavile marked the beginnings of
something very special. His work had
appeared in the first volume of Mister
X in the '80s, but Palookaville was
where he first truly found his unique
voice and developed that gorgeous
style, those lush, simple lines evoking
a nostalgia for a bygone era of
newspaper cartooning. Initially
telling simple, beautifully drawn
autobiography pieces, he soon
gravitated to longer works, with It's
A Good Life If You Don't Weaken
perhaps his masterpiece.

The first appearance of Deadpool need we really say more? It also
introduced Gideon and Domino, but
it's the Merc' with the mouth that gets
all the attention on this one!
Currently, the record sale for this
one is $11,700 for a CGC 9.9 copy,
plummeting to $1,375 for a CGC 9.8.
Yes kids, it's definitely worth keeping
your comics in good condition!
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REVIEWS

1991 - TEN COMICS

04

03

Sailor Moon

Sin City

By Naoko Takeuchi
Originally serialised in Nakayoshi
Kodansha (Japan)

By Frank Miller
Dark Horse Presents Fifth Anniversary Special (April 1991),
Dark Horse Presents #51–62 (May 1991 - June 1992)
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics (USA)

Takeuchi’s legendary shōjo Manga, her saga of a
schoolgirl transformed into Sailor Moon, a soldier with a
mission to save Earth and discover the ‘legendary silver
crystal’, first appeared in the February 1992 issue of the
Nakayoshi anthology, but just sneaked into 1991 with its
28 December release date.
It became one of the best-selling Manga series of all
time, with more than 35 million copies sold, running to 52
chapters in Nakayoshi and going on to achieve fame
through the Kodansha volumes, Anime series, movies,
and musicals.

COMICSCENE 1991
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Already a superstar from his work at Marvel and DC,
Miller's next move was to Dark Horse and creative control
of his own work. Hard Boiled with Geof Darrow and Give
Me Liberty with Dave Gibbons came out in 1990, but Sin
City was Miller's first solo project at Dark Horse, a noir
masterpiece, and arguably Miller's finest work (equally
arguably his last relevant work).
This was noir turned up to 11, where all the cops are
dirty, all the strippers are angels, where fists are good but
guns are better, and where morality is just as black and
white as the artwork. And that artwork was simply
amazing, pure black and white, expressionistic, incredibly
bold, slashes of black filling the panel, flooding the page to
create a noir thing of striking beauty.

This was noir turned up to 11, where all the cops
are dirty, all the strippers are angels, where fists
are good but guns are better, and where morality
is just as black and white as the artwork.
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YOU HAVE TO OWN

02

01

X-Force #1

Wizard: The Guide To Comics

Written by Fabian Nicieza & Rob Liefeld, art by Rob Liefeld,
colours by Brad Vancata, letters by Chris Eliopoulos
Publisher: Marvel Comics (USA)

Editor: Gareb Shamus.
Publisher: Wizard Entertainment (USA)

Allegedly, when Liefeld was asked why he drew XForce, his response was 'Five million copies.' It might be
true, it might not, but it works for what the comic was.
To be fair, X-Force is far from Liefeld's fault alone. After
all, it wasn't Liefeld who pushed the book so hard,
marketed it as a collector's item, bagged it in plastic with a
trading card, encouraging all those speculators to buy
multiple copies. But it was everything that Marvel fans in
the 90s wanted - or were told they wanted... that Marvel
marketing machine was damn good.
It's a book that's the epitome of the time, a team of
ruthless sociopaths, all with shoulder pads, pouches, so
many sharp implements, all spouting incredibly bad
dialogue, all jumping about in impossible anatomical
fashion. Oh yes, the 90's, what a time.

Wizard might not have started the speculator boom that
plagued US comics from the late ‘80s to the mid ‘90s, it
didn’t start the vogue for the die-cut, holographic,
metallic foil-embossed, glow-in-the-dark, bagged
comics… but it certainly added fuel to the fire that would
eventually engulf the US industry.
With its price guide, market watch, hot issue guides,
top 10s of writers and artists, the pushing of Image and
Valiant comics past the point of reason at times, Wizard
both chronicled and encouraged the worst excesses of the
times.
Frank Miller’s 2001 Harvey Awards speech described
Wizard as a ‘tree killer,’ which ‘regularly cheapens and
poisons our field.’ This was, of course, before Miller went
on to make Holy Terror and do just the same, albeit in a
different way. But you can’t help agree with him on this
one at least.
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MUSEUM

“... ELEVATE THE
STATUS OF THE
CARTOON STRIP
TO AN ART FORM,
AND TO FOSTER
AND HELP THE
EFFORTS OF
NEWCOMERS TO
THE PROFESSION”

FOR COLLECTORS IT’S
THESE NEWSLETTERS
THAT ARE REALLY WORTH
SEEKING OUT.
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1991

COMIC
MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

T

he Society of Strip
Illustration (SSI) was cofounded in 1977 by Denis
Gifford (and eleven others). The aim of
the SSI was to create a forum for
professional writers, artists and editors
to “... elevate the status of the cartoon
strip to an art form, and to foster and
help the efforts of newcomers to the
profession”. It met monthly
in London, published a newsletter, and
distributed annual awards for
achievement in the field. These
meetings, famously, would be where
scouts from DC comics would come to
recruit British creators to work for
them, leading to the so-called ‘British
Invasion’.
For collectors it’s these newsletters
that are really worth seeking out. The
newsletter came out monthly so in
theory there are quite a few issues to
collect, but the newsletter was only sent
to members of the SSI, it wasn’t
available ‘commercially’ – this
inevitably meant a low print-run.
Consequently, for a non-member,
trying to now build up a collection of
these newsletters would be nigh on
impossible and it would require deep
pockets. The reason why? The
newsletters contain plenty of otherwise
unseen sketches and illustrations by

members of the SSI – for instance the
December 1981 issue has an Axel
Pushbutton illustration, by Steve Dillon,
on the back page and this is from before
Warrior had been published. It’s the
same in other issues too and you also
sometimes come across unexpected
contributions from, say, Neil Gaiman.
For 1991 though I’ve picked out one
of the latest (but not quite last) issues of
the newsletter, specifically the May 1991
issue. Mark Buckingham provides the
cover but that’s not the reason why I’ve
chosen this issue. One of the features of
the newsletter was a page of art
provided by new members – this
worked as a way of introducing the new
member of the society (contact details
were always provided) but it also
showed the particular style of the artist
concerned.
Anyway, it was in the May 1991 issue
that new member Charles Adlard
presented his work to his fellow
members of the SSI. Of course these
days we’d think of him as Charlie Adlard
and recognise him for being the artist
behind The Walking Dead comics and,
maybe also, as the 2nd ever Comics
Laureate.
As this work is from 1991 it pre-dates
Charlie’s work in the Judge Dredd

Megazine (from 1992 onwards), his
work for Marvel UK (the mini-series
Warheads: Black Dawn in 1992) and
2000AD (1995 onwards). In fact the
only other piece of Charlie’s that I can
find from around this time are his
contributions to the 1992/93 and
1993/4 ‘Comic book for Great Britain
price guide update’. He provides a single
illustration in both – on both occasions
it’s for comic book retailer, Timezone.
Both are signed “Charlie Adlard”.
Aged just 24 when this piece
appeared in the SSI newsletter, I’m
unsure if this is a page from a longer
project or just a one-off. I know that
those kids in the 4th frame look pretty
unhappy about having had to sit
through Peter Pan, I mean, they’re not
The Walking Dead scary but they
certainly look like a tough matinée
crowd to play to. Also, what’s the
significance of the word Krosby
scrawled on that rock in the final frame?
We’ll probably never know now.
Anyway, it was 1991, welcome to the
world of comics Charles Adlard, I hope
it works out for you.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF
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THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS
It was all Margaret Thatcher’s fault...
No really, it was!

H

ow did so many of 2000AD’s
stalwarts get together to be part
of a rival publication? And why,
ultimately, in spite of the incredible talent
on board, did it not succeed?
In 1986 Margaret Thatcher was at the end
of a second term as the first female PM in
UK history. In Leicester, convinced that
the UK was ripe for young entrepreneurs
to make” loadsa money” very quickly,
Geoff Fry set up Neptune Distribution to
challenge Titan’s virtual monopoly of US
comics distribution in the UK. (I once
asked the Monopolies Commission about
them, but they weren’t interested. As my
friend said at the time, “The problem with
the Monopolies Commission is that
there’s only one of them.”)
The shop that I co-owned with Pete Root
and Bob Napier, aka books and comics
[ee cummings has no monopoly on lower
case], had quickly grown to become the
largest in Glasgow, but Titan’s
performance was not always first rate,
although we did like the folks who
worked there. Pete Root’s main love was
American back issues and so it was that
we would attend the occasional comic
mart in England. Pete and I were at the
Manchester Comic Mart one day and
Geoff sought us out there and told us
about his plans and we said that, of
course, we would listen to him. Geoff had
been speaking to as many independent
dealers as he could to build up business.
But even at this first meeting he seemed
to have some special plans for us.
We started by giving him a little of our
comics order, but when Forbidden Planet

– owned by the Titan people – suddenly
opened in Glasgow, without the common
courtesy of informing us, we decided to
give Geoff most of our business. Loads of
other comic shops followed and Geoff ’s
turnover went from tens of thousands to,
he said, a seven figure sum. Pretty
impressive in such a short time.
It is, however, always worth placing in a
prominent part of your office a sign with
these wise words: Turnover is vanity,
Profit is sanity. Geoff then decided that,
like Titan, he could become a publisher.
He bought Fantasy Advertiser, at the time
the leading UK comics magazine, and
employed its editor, the always pleasant
Martin Skidmore, to continue to edit the

We all used to
meet there with Kev
O’Neill, Mick
McMahon, Dave
Gibbons, Alan Moore
and the like and
compare that day’s
purchases and catch
up on news.

magazine and work on a new comics
anthology which would eventually be
called Trident. (Titan, Neptune, Trident.
I wonder if Geoff knew enough about
Classical Literature to realise that hubris
is always followed by nemesis?)
Martin was a real comics enthusiast. We
knew him from the famous Westminster
Comic Marts and the compulsory drinks
in the Westminster Arms after the mart.
We all used to meet there with Kev
O’Neill, Mick McMahon, Dave Gibbons,
Alan Moore and the like and compare
that day’s purchases and catch up on
news. It was these meetings in the
Westminster Arms which ensured that
aka got so many brilliant signing sessions.
Martin and I were certainly well
connected.
Probably no surprise, then, that leading
on from a discussion in a London bar near
where UKCAC was being held, I was
working on publishing The Bogie Man.
My friend George Jackson, co-founder of
the band Ossian had just returned from a
successful tour in Europe and America
and had set up Iona Records, a fabulous
alternative shop in Glasgow. George
thought we should be publishing
something and in the bar that day with
Robin Smith, John Wagner, and Alan
Grant we all agreed to do just that. A few
months later, in 1989, The Bogie Man #1
hit the shelves in WH Smith, John
Menzies, and comics shops throughout
the UK. It sold very well at first but for
various reasons (we had to sue the Mirror
Group, owned at the time by the lovely
Robert Maxwell, who also owned, eh,
2000AD!) our publishing company Fat
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Man Press ran into difficulties.
One day, Geoff phoned me at aka to ask
me to hire a venue in Glasgow and invite
as many Scottish creators as I could. My
friend Alan owned Blackfriars Bar and he
gave me the downstairs space. Along
came Grant Morrison, Mark Millar and
others and Geoff told them about his
plans for a new comics publishing
company called Trident. Would I fly
down to Leicester to talk to him and
Martin? Why not?
Geoff wanted to install me as “Publisher”
of Trident and to work with Martin. I
didn’t like (or use in public) the term
“Publisher” – it was Martin’s baby as far
as I was concerned, but we did put out
some fabulous comics. Mark Millar was
particularly enthusiastic and soon
produced the scripts for Saviour (art by
Danny Vallely and then Nigel Kitching)
with Jonathan Ross as the title character
years before Mark’s suggestion that
Samuel L. Jackson should be the new
Nick Fury and The Shadowmen (art by
Andy Hope). Grant Morrison wrote St
Swithin’s Day and it appeared in Trident
#1 with wonderful art by Paul Grist. Man
Elf (by Michael Moorcock – no less! –
Guy Lawley and Richard Weston),
Burglar Bill (Paul Grist again), Lucifer
(Eddie Campbell and Phil Elliott)...
Then there was a colour reprint of the
whole St Swithin’s Day. We made sure
one of Margaret Thatcher’s loyal
sycophants, Teddy Taylor, who was
representing Cathcart in Glasgow, got to
know about it and he was outraged! He
ranted in the Daily Mail (now, there’s a
surprise) about the insult to our beloved
PM. Of course, with such free publicity,
we sold out in two or three days and I
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The banner on the
cover said “The
Comic Throws Up!”
Almost anything
went if they could get
it into a newsagents. I
loved it!
think we immediately went to reprint. No
use paying for an advert when coverage
like that costs nothing.
But Geoff actually wanted me attached to
his company for another reason. Martin
and I had put together these great wee
comics and our experiment with full
colour had been a sell-out. But Geoff, like
John Paul Getty in the recent film, wanted
more. Events in the world of British
comics were moving fast. Bogie Man # 1
appeared in September 1989; Trident the
previous month; and by March 1991
Toxic! was due to hit the newsagents.
Geoff Fry had had a great success with
Trident and Neptune Distributors and
now asked me to replicate my success in
getting the Scottish creators to work for
Trident; now he wanted the Big Guys. He
would offer them shares in a new
company, their own copyright on any
work, a say in everything. I envisioned –
and Geoff at the time backed me on this –
a British Metal Hurlant, a magazine
founded by some brilliant French comics

creators; a glossy A4 mag with the best
printing available.
I phoned loads of people. Alan Moore was
pretty busy by this time (whatever
happened to him?). Alan Davis was too
and felt that if an offer seems too good to
be true, it probably is. But I persuaded
Pat Mills, John Wagner, Alan Grant, Kev
O’Neill, and Mick McMahon to at least
come to a meeting to be held in Pat’s
house in Colchester. At the time, I
thought we were just there to listen, but
Geoff had other plans.
The creators and I all agreed that for
something like this to work, we needed
an editor. Various names were put
forward, but we agreed to talk to
Margaret Clark, who had worked at both
Epic and DC, and meet her at the next
UKCAC in London. Then Pat and Kev
thought that maybe they could get back
the publishing rights to Marshal Law
which would have the advantage of our
new magazine starting with an established
character. Great!
What I have learned recently from Glenn
Miller who worked with Neptune at the
time was that the distributor had difficulty
getting 2000AD, which meant that Geoff
could not have 100% of the comics which
shops wanted. His solution?
Suddenly, during the meeting at Pat’s, the
spreadsheets came out. I’ve always been
suspicious about spreadsheets,
particularly for a new company – what
real figures do you have to go on? But I’m
not an economist and, as was frequently
pointed out to me, Geoff had a turnover
of a million (More?) in only two years.
His idea was that, instead of a monthly
which would make us all yay much, we
should publish weekly and make an
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absolute fortune. I pointed out that,
unlike DC Thomson and to a certain
extent 2000AD with its Future Shocks,
we did not have an inventory. This would
lead to the Dreaded Deadline Doom
sooner rather than later, I predicted.
But, think of all the money we could all
make with a weekly!!!
I confess I turned off at that point. Geoff
had managed to get my pals involved and
wouldn’t need me any longer. My Metal
Hurlant Bis was clearly not to be.
At the next UKCAC we did indeed meet

up with Margaret Clark and she was
initially interested. But she didn’t want to
move to Leicester and editing a weekly
(!) from the USA was going to be rather
problematic. We then approached Dan
Chichester, but by then my direct
involvement was just above zero. To get
the mag out, Pat took over as interim
editor and Kev and he arranged for
Kingdom of the Blind, a Marshal Law
book, to be the first special from the new
co-owned publishing company
Apocalypse (not the most positive name
for a company, I thought).
And did Pat Mills manage to put out a
good comic? Of course he did. He was the
brains behind Action and 2000AD, for
goodness sake! One reader referred to it
as “Action for the 90s”; what Pat and Kev
added to the mix was an atmosphere like
the American Underground comix. The
banner on the cover said “The Comic
Throws Up!” Almost anything went if
they could get it into a newsagents. I
loved it!
Marshall Law was there and a
continuation of The Bogie Man. Accident
Man was an instant hit (pun intended).
Bisley was there with Once Upon a Time
in The West – Sergio Leone with a twist.
Muto Maniac by Mick McMahon.
Makabre by Grant and Alcatena. One
issue’s cover banner said “Going Over The
Top!” and the cover obligingly proved
that by featuring Sex Warrior.
Then there was The Driver – what a find!
Not everyone liked it but it became the
first thing I read every issue. Spain
Rodriguez on speed. And we were just
into issue #2.
By issue 10, Toxic! was really into its
stride. Wagner, Grant, and Arthur

Ranson produced the excellent one-off
The Vampires New Year; this was not
merely hilarious and superbly illustrated
but it was a political comment on one of
Thatcher’s most hated policies.
What would comics of the 90s have done
without the seemingly invincible Iron
Lady? Even the Snowman’s creator had
got into the act and Raymond Brigg’s
graphic novel The Tin-Pot General and
the Old Iron Woman upset the Tories and
was commented on in Parliament.
Dan Abnett – better known recently for
his excellent contributions to the new
Guardians of the Galaxy – took over as
editor, but that dreaded deadline doom
just could not be avoided. Episodes of
stories were missed, some series
remained unfinished.
Work had begun on Toxic in October
1990. Then, on 28th November 1990,
Margaret Thatcher resigned as PM. Too
many of her former backers had turned
on her. Her own hubris had led to her
downfall.
Geoff was a child of Thatcherism and felt
he could set up all these companies in
double quick time and be the most
important man on the UK comics scene.
Having fingers in too many pies takes its
toll and Geoff ’s personal problems were
bound to affect the companies he owned.
Toxic! the weekly appeared in March
1991. By 1992, all of Geoff ’s companies
were bankrupt although he did limp on
for a short while producing some books
for another distributor. Nemesis had,
somewhat inevitably, followed hubris.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE
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GOING OVER
THE TOP!
Back in the late 80’s, early 90’s the British comics scene was a lively place,
with 2000AD still leading the field though not without some issues
especially from creators fed up with the lack of creator rights. This is the sad
story of of a comic which changed things though not without some
cost to everyone involved.

T

oxic! Was the brainchild of
Geoff Fry, the owner of
Neptune Distribution, one of
the UK’s two distributors of
American comics. The idea for a rival
to 2000AD came after months of
attempts to gain distribution of
2000AD with little real luck so the
idea was hatched one day on the M1
where Geoff decided to set up a
weekly comic to compete and
potentially draw as many readers as
2000AD. We’d already set up Trident
Comics which was a line of black and
white comics which punched well
above its weight with work from Neil
Gaiman, Grant Morrison, Eddie
Campbell, Paul Grist, Michael
Moorcock and the first published
work of Mark Millar. So the idea of
making the leap to weekly comics
didn’t seem too insane until it
became clear it involved a hell of a lot
of work, time and importantly,
money. Toxic! Had plenty of the first
but issues with the latter but I get
ahead of myself.
In the autumn of 1990 Apocalypse
Ltd (the company Geoff set up to
publish Toxic!) brought out their first
comic, a Marshal Law one-shot called

Kingdom of the Blind. This was a
huge deal as we’d managed to get Pat
Mills and Kev O’Neill to bring
Marshal Law to us from Epic Comics,
a subsidiary of Marvel Comics. It was
a massive coup for what was still a
small independent publisher based
out of a freezing warehouse in
Leicester next to a dodgy pub so this

Somehow though
we managed to get
Pat Mills, John
Wagner, Alan Grant
and Kev O’Neill
to mastermind the
comic while allowing
them complete
control of content...

was hardly competing with the
millions behind 2000AD’s publisher
Fleetway and their offices in central
London. Somehow though we
managed to get Pat Mills, John
Wagner, Alan Grant and Kev O’Neill
to mastermind the comic while
allowing them complete control of
content, so if Kev wanted to draw
loads of zombies he could and so on.
Toxic! was due to come out in March
1991 as Geoff had sank so much
money into it that his idea was
publish ASAP to recoup cash as by
now Toxic! was sucking money from
all the profitable parts of Neptune so
instead of autumn 1991 or spring
1992 (a date most people preferred as
it allowed a good year to build up
strips for what going to be a full
colour comic, unheard of at the
time). This was against the advice of
Pat Mills, Kev O’Neill, the editorial
staff brought in from Epic at great
expense, and anyone who was
remotely sane, but Geoff was
insistent it’d be out in the spring of 91
even though Kev O’Neill told him
that there was no way he could cope
with a weekly schedule and maintain
quality. Kev had also done most of
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the design and art direction for Toxic!
so his workload was enormous, and
frankly, he wasn’t getting the rewards
financially for it. John Wagner was so
fed up with it before it came out that
once he had strips rejected (Button Man
is the most famous example) and The
Bogie Man strip stalled after a few
episodes. John however had been lured
back to Fleetway so turned his attention
back to Judge Dredd.
Marshal Law was the lead character and
the Judge Dredd of Toxic!, but as Kev
O’Neill warned, he couldn’t keep up the
schedule so weeks would pass without
it’s main draw and that hurt sales badly.
Imagine if 2000AD had only published a
Dredd story every few weeks in those
early months? It’d have been a disaster,
and this was the case with Marshal Law
not featuring every week in Toxic!.
Some strips did break through, Sex
Warrior and Accident Man especially
built up a strong following with the
latter in particular pushing hard at
Marshal Law’s popularity. But again, a
lack of regular strips meant sales
dropped off.
Toxic! shone for a short time before
ending. Alan Grant was the only one of
the four creators to remain near the end,
while John and Kev cut their losses, Pat
managed to get what was owed in a
story best told by him. After 31 issues
Toxic! ended with the last few issues
featuring material meant for Trident
Comics, and not for a mass market
comic so readers by the end were nearly
gone, creators went unpaid, staff went
unpaid, art went ‘missing’ while the
aftershock of it all meant Neptune went
down to be bought by Diamond, while

Trident stuttered on for a few years
publishing reprints of Dark Horse
Aliens/Predator/Terminator material.
What should have been utterly
transforming ended up being one of
British comics failed opportunities
however it did push 2000AD to give
better conditions as well as more colour
appeared in the comic to mirror Toxic!
with its full colour pages throughout the
comic. Creators were given a chance to
get published giving them something to
add to their C.V and of course readers
had memories of some great strips that
ended far too quickly.
AUTHOR:
GLEN MILLER
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BATMAN VS
JUDGE DREDD

“I wasn't surprised by the book's success,” says Alan Grant of Judgement on
Gotham, the original Batman / Judge Dredd team-up from 1991.

A

huge commercial hit, it was
arguably the most
successful appearance the
future lawman ever made in America in
his purest form, the watered-down film
versions notwithstanding.
Batman and Dredd are both idols with
their respective fans, and I figured both
sets of readers would pick up on the
team-up,” continues Grant, “and the fact
the artwork was by Simon Bisley just
made that more likely. I'd point out that
after a first issue, sales would generally
fall quite far and quite fast. When Simon
did the first Lobo mini-series [with Grant
and writer Keith Giffen for DC], sales
actually went up by around 50,000 for
issue two. That was an unheard of state of
affairs, which just emphasised his
popularity with the readers.”
At the time, everything was lined up
perfectly. Grant was one of the key
writers on DC’s Batman titles, his
longtime 2000AD writing partner (and
Dredd’s co-creator) John Wagner had the
reins on Dredd, and Simon Bisley’s justfinished run of visceral painted art on
Slaine: The Horned God had turned him
into the hottest and most influential
British comic artist of the ‘90s. Yet easy
synchronicity like this glosses over the
fact it had taken a couple of false starts
for the story to come to fruition.
“As far as I recall, it was the powersthat-be at [then-2000AD publisher]
Fleetway who actually made the
suggestion [of putting Dredd and Batman

together],” says Grant. “It made a lot of
sense, so Fleetway spoke directly to DC
and everybody agreed.” In fact, Grant has
said that the suggestion was originally
made some years before Tim Burton’s
1989 Batman film gave the Caped
Crusader a huge shot of publicity, and
DC desperately agreed in the hope that
any gimmick would boost Batman’s
flagging sales.
The first idea, apparently, was to give
the project to Alan Moore and Brian
Bolland, but despite Bolland’s reputation
as one of the classic Dredd artists,

The story also set the
trio up against Dredd’s
principal Rogue’s Gallery
members, the otherdimensional mass-killer
Judge Death and the
dim-witted but hyperviolent cyborg Mean
Machine Angel, with
Batman’s enemy
Scarecrow drafted in...

Wagner and Grant – then Dredd’s wellentrenched writing partnership – made it
known they weren’t happy with their
character being passed to another writer.
Instead, Moore and Bolland created
Batman: The Killing Joke, which was
released in 1988 and became a huge and
enduring success.
Next, artists Alan Davis and Paul Neary
were approached, but the money on offer
wasn’t enough for them to turn down
becoming the artists on Marvel’s new
British-set X-book Excalibur; although
Davis did illustrate a kind of trial run for a
Batman/Dredd team-up, when Wagner
wrote the visually similar Dredd one-off
‘Bat Mugger’ for him in 1988’s 2000AD
prog 585, the artist’s last work for
2000AD.
In the end, the final shape of
Judgement on Gotham was partly down
to Wagner eventually agreeing to do it
when he did. No fan of superheroes, he
had originally been cold on the idea, but
his definitive take on Dredd and Grant’s
deep understanding of Batman (and
Judge Anderson, the Mega-City PsiJudge who played mediator to the two
men of violence) created a perfect
balance.
The story also set the trio up against
Dredd’s principal Rogue’s Gallery
members, the other-dimensional masskiller Judge Death and the dim-witted
but hyper-violent cyborg Mean Machine
Angel, with Batman’s enemy Scarecrow
drafted in as a fearsome foil for Death. As
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Grant told Peter Sanderson for Comics
Alliance at the time, the treatment which
he and Wagner originally had accepted
was a serious and straightforward horror
idea; but when they came to write it,
they junked their first plan with the new
brief, “let’s see if we can come up with
something that makes us happy while
we’re writing it, that gives us a laugh.”
Bisley’s painted work was a revelation,
marrying a clear understanding of the
characters looks and personalities with a
taste for punkish, heavy metal violence
and an irreverent cartoon humour. “I
can't remember who first suggested
Simon, but both John and I were one
hundred percent behind him,” says Grant
now. “Since I first saw his work I was a
fan - he brought an energy to comics that
was sorely needed at the time. I thought
he did a brilliant job, I don't believe there
was any other artist who could have
pulled it off so successfully.”
Grant told Sanderson that “the bond
that (Dredd and Batman) form is a bond
of intense mutual hatred,” and many
readers were surprised that the
relationship between the pair manifested
itself in Dredd’s clear physical
superiority, with more emphasis placed
on Batman’s sense of determination.
“There was little debate about the
dynamic between the characters,” says
Grant. “Both may be crime fighters, but

it was happening in Dredd's city and as a
vigilante Batman was, by definition, a
perp. This meant that Batman was
unlikely to be listened to, because it was
Dredd's POV which was more
important.”
Judgement on Gotham was such a
definitive success that it inspired three
further Wagner and Grant-written
sequels; Vendetta in Gotham (1993, with
art by Cam Kennedy), The Ultimate
Riddle (1995, by Carl Critchlow and
Dermot Power) and Die Laughing (1998,
by Glenn Fabry and Jim Murray). The
first two books in the series were
released jointly in 2018 as the first of
current 2000AD publisher Rebellion’s
new ‘digest’ series, with a smaller size
and price, because, says editor Oliver
Ball, “they’re both fast-paced selfcontained stories, making a great
‘stand-alone’ read as well as a good
entry-point for newer readers. We
wanted to launch the series with a wellknown classic that has been out of print
for some time and is often requested by
fans.”

to live up to, and I thought they all pulled
it off well.”
Within this new collection two very
different tones stand alongside one
another, from Bisley’s bold painting to
Kennedy’s technically brilliant
draughtsmanship. “I remember I wasn’t
keen on the first one, because it had all
the faces bursting open and the blood,”
says the latter artist now. “But boys will
be boys, eh? It was a fun job... anything
that involved Dredd was fun, and I also
got to do the dark Batman I’d always
wanted to. They were two
counterweights, and it was a great wee
idea putting them together.”
AUTHOR:
KARL STOCK

“No publisher would ever turn down
the likelihood of a nice profit, so I
understand perfectly why [Fleetway and
DC] wanted the sequels,” says Grant.
“We chose subsequent artists on the
strength of how much we liked their
work. Bisley set them a massive success
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DECLARING
MARSHAL LAW

A big fan of all things 2000AD, I remember walking into my local comic shop, Comix
Shoppe of Swansea (then in one of those little bric a brac places cum antique markets in
the basement of a large retail unit) as a youthful 14 year old, rummaging around,
I was looking for the latest Titan 2000AD albums, not having moved onto the
wage gobbling fare from across the Atlantic, when I came across “Marshal Law” issue 5.

I

was shocked. Two of my (still)
favourite comic creators had
defected to the other side of the
pond. The comic itself looked
otherworldly. O’Neill had never been a
conventional artist, but here he was
drawing for a different audience from
what I was used to. A quick scan through
and I had to buy it. It being the
penultimate issue, little made sense, but it
made a huge impact on me.
Marshal Law was originally developed
as a “Mad Max / Road Warrior” character
for Marvel’s creator owned Epic line,
before Mills & O’Neill came up with the
concept of the bitter “superhero hunter”.
Marshal Law’s real name is Joe Gilmore,
veteran of “The Zone”, an area of Central
& South America where the US was in a
long running, brutal conflict. Inspired by
the “Public Spirit”, Colonel Buck Caine,
America’s first superhero, Gilmore joined
up and was genetically engineered not to
feel pain and to have super strength - a
“superhero” soldier.
The harsh reality of the superpower
programme and America’s expedition to
“The Zone” is that many of the young men
who went to fight came back maimed,
both physically and mentally. Suffering
from PTSD, often homeless and
disturbed, many of these men formed
roving gangs in the ruins of San Francisco,
terrorising the local population. Gilmore,
himself suffering mentally from his

service, came back and became the hero
hunter “Marshal Law”, a vigilante licensed
by San Futuro Police Department and
commanded by the corrupt and venal
Commissioner McGland to combat the
rogue supers.
“Marshal Law” is Mills and O’Neill
completely off the leash. It could be
summed up as Mills’s superhero
psychotherapy, his opportunity to vent his
complete hatred of superheroes, which
oddly isn’t shared by O’Neill.
Marshal Law is not a particularly
sympathetic “hero”. Dressed up in leather,
with barbed wire wrapped around his
right arm for penance and self flagellation
for the crimes he committed in “The
Zone”. Obsessed with feeling betrayed by
his inspiration the Public Spirit, and filled
with self hatred, he is determined to prove
that Caine is the notorious superpowered
rapist and murderer - the Sleepman. Law
is sent over the edge when the Sleepman
rapes and kills Gilmore’s activist girlfriend
Lynn. This leads to the revelation of a
conspiracy of silence and a confrontation
with both the Sleepman & the Public
Spirit
“Fear & Loathing” doesn’t stop at
superheroes. All of Mills & O’Neill’s pet
hates are present, US foreign policy (“the
Zone” is analogous with Vietnam and
more specifically the US policy on
intervening in central and South
American nations), genetics, drug use,

(bad) science and religion. Mills has never
been subtle, preferring to use the choleric
chainsaw or axe of analysis rather than the
scalpel of satire, his talent for research
comes to the fore, and he informs the
reader whilst attacking his targets without
submitting them to “soapboxing” and
information overload. All of this is
enhanced by O’Neill’s often grotesque, yet
beautiful pages. Figures are twisted,
contorted and exaggerated; buildings are
ostentatious, suggestive and almost
surreal. Occasionally tasteless, lurid and
on occasion extremely violent, the series
brings to mind a hard edged Russ Meyer
film, but with more phallic symbolism,
even more cleavage and violence.
The six parter ends on a nihilistic note.
Clearly marshal Law wasn’t going to lose,
but did he really win? He’s in a hell of a
mess, and the ending is down beat fitting
nicely with the contemporary trend for
grim and gritty. A “modern” (30 years
old admittedly) classic and still relevant
today.
The 1989 one shot sequel, “Crime &
Punishment : Marshal Law Takes
Manhattan”, sees our favourite vigilante
venturing to New York to experience the
Big Apple’s capes. Marshal Law visits a
home for disturbed superheroes looking
to bring “the Persecutor” to justice , an
unhinged vigilante who was Gilmore’s
commanding officer in “The zone”, and
bears more than a passing resemblance to
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a certain Marvel gun toting hero with a
skull motif. Mills and O’Neill mercilessly
lampoon Stan, Jack (and Steve’s) merry
marvel marching society, the art is less
effective compared with “Fear &
Loathing”, as it doesn’t benefit from
O’Neill’s colouring, and is partly inked by
“Aliens” artist Mark A. Nelson
Barring a reprint in Marvel UKs short
lived mature readers fortnightly “Strip”
reprinting the “Fear & Loathing” 6 issue
mini, by 1990s, Law’s next appearance was
at Apocalypse, an imprint of Trident
Comics, soon to be home of “Toxic”. The
first fruit of this union was the one shot
“Kingdom of the Blind”. Mills & O’Neill
turning their attention to the flying rat
impersonator from Gotham. Billionaire
newspaper publisher Scott Brennan has
the worst kept secret in San Futuro, he is
the brutal vigilante “Private Eye”. As a
newspaper owner, Brennan uses the
power of the press to attack politicians,
supports his superhero friends and
furthers his own agenda. Bizarrely,
Marshal Law admires Brennan and his as
"Private Eye". But when Law’s sidekick,
Kiloton, discovers why “Private Eye’s”
sidekicks keep disappearing and that his
charitable adoption of young orphans is
not altruistic, the Marshal decides to take
him down.
This then led into Marshal Law “the
Hateful Dead”, the lead story in the short
lived, and much missed (by me at least)
weekly, creator owned and over reaching
comic “Toxic”. His appearance in the
comic was short lived. “The Hateful Dead”
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saw Marshal Law taking on dead
superheroes risen from the grave to wreak
(reek?) havoc in San Futuro. Seemingly
topping himself at the end to be with his
resurrected, undead, girlfriend Lynn, it
appeared to be the end for our vigilante.
This was a bit staid, the art and humour
were all present, but it wasn’t as savage as
previous excursions and felt like it was
going through the motions, overshadowed
by fresher strips like Mills, Skinner and
Edmond’s “Accident Man”
“Toxic” soon went to the wall, all
detailed in John McShane’s two part
article in issue 0 and 1 of this very organ –
buy it here www.comicscene.tictail.com
Homeless, “Marshal Law” along with a
number of other “Toxic” refugees (“Sex
Warrior”, “Accident Man”) headed to US
publisher Dark Horse. “The Hateful Dead”
was collected and a sequel, the 48 page
“Super Babylon” was published in 1992.
Law was not dead, just faking it, but
zombie plague had spread to San Futuro’s
museum dedicated to the Golden Age
superheroes, stuffed and mounted for
posterity, and now reanimated and
“undead”. Cue lots of jokes about the
Golden Age Public Spirit the “Captain
America” analogue blowing their Bucky
analogue’s bugle. It started to seem like we
had seen it all before, the strip was in
danger of becoming a series of
(predictable) jokes about superheroes
strung together by the most threadbare of
plots.
The next story took pot shots at another
DC institution. In 1993’s “Marshal Law:

Secret Tribunal” we follow “growing boy”
the latest proposition for the teenage
“League of Heroes”, a thinly disguised
”Legion of Superheroes”, as he gets sent to
the “Public Spirit’s” derelict starship
“Cape of good Hope” on a dare as part of
his induction, little suspecting that the
ship is inhabited by lethal alien lifeforms.
growing boy barely escapes with his life
and Marshal Law and super hero team –
the Secret Tribunal, head into the ship to
clean house. Legion story, told from the
perspective of the prospective legion
candidates, some adult (some would say
puerile) humour, spectacular art from
O’Neill and a thinly veiled mash up with
"Aliens" makes a fun package.
Around the same time, and possibly in
an attempt to raise his profile, our
favourite super powered vigilante, with a
very large chip on his shoulder, crossed
universes and even went to hell in 3
crossover mini series.
In 1993, first up was the embossed
covered (this was the 90s) “Marshal Law
vs. Pinhead”, putting our favourite hero
hunter against Clive Barker’s pinhead,
O’Neill coloured by Steve Buccellato.
Marsh’ has shacked up with Supernova, an
Amazonian and new agey like a
superpowered Gwyneth Paltrow.
Everything is going well, until she and Joe
get inadvertently transported to Pinhead’s
Hell, where pain is everything, and where
Joe, being a genetically enhanced war
veteran can no longer feel pain, chases it.
Mills and O’Neill play up that “synergy”
and flesh out Pinheads’ First World War
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origin. This is surreal and disturbing, but
just too short.
In 1997 we had the black and white
Image published “Savage Dragon and
Marshal Law”. Erik Larsen’s green finned
one inexplicably travels 25 years into the
future to San Futuro. A killer is stalking
the city committing “10 Commandment”
themed murders. It ties directly into ML
continuity with some substantial changes
to the cast and following on directly from
the “Secret Tribunal” mini. “The Savage
Dragon” is pretty much surplus to
requirements here, perhaps only used as a
big name draw to attract attention to the
Marshal. By the end of the strip, Law has
become more sympathetic to the plight of
those “gifted” with superpowers and the
psychological effect it can have on them,
and the “Savage Dragon” returns to his
own time, never to be mentioned again.
Finally, there was 1998’s “The Mask &
Marshal Law”, Dark Horse’s flash in the
pan house character meets the good
Marshal with predictable consequences,
coloured by Dave Stewart. Joe Gilmore is
training his replacement, “Gale Force”
and looking to retire Marshal Law. Little
did he know, McGland and the
government are experimenting with an
artefact known as the “Mask” which
imbues the wearer with reality warping
powers. Marshal Law is called out of
retirement for one last gig as his old
friend, Danny Fallon who had been in a
coma since “Fear & Loathing” is used as
the test subject for the “Mask” and goes
berserk. Much reality warping Tex Avery
alike chaos ensues, but by the end Joe is

firmly ensconced back in the Marshal Law
outfit.
That was that until the short lived “Cool
Beans” website started publishing Marshal
Law text stories, written by Mills with
illustrations by O’Neill, entitled “Day Of
The Dead” and “The Cloak of Evil” co
written by O’Neill later collected with a
cover by Nick Percival. Joe is firmly back
in place as the Marshal and loving life. But
no new strips since “The Mask / Marshal
Law”.
Over the years the character has
developed from being an emotionally
troubled, disturbed, yet sympathetic war
veteran who dresses like a Nazi, to the
more hedonistic and pleasure, debauched
vigilante of the text stories. The stories
gradually become less sophisticated, and
occasionally it’s in danger of becoming a
series of fights interspersed with crude
superhero jokes. The later strips become
more predictable and formulaic and you
can see the “joins” in the plot; introduce
famous superhero, show them up to be
the scumbags they are, and they get offed,
brutally, embarrassingly, or both. Usually
followed by a few panels of polemic, the
point being driven home with a piledriver.
The invective becomes less pointed as the
story progresses, the Marshal himself
becomes less interesting, less conflicted,
more one dimensional and the humour
becomes more crude, (not that it was
particularly sophisticated in the first
place) less savage, more slapstick. It was
better than that.
There are a few collections of the strips.
A magnificent collection by DC of all the

non crossover strips called “Marshal Law :
The Deluxe Edition” published in 2012,
Dark Horse (Titan in the UK) published
Marshal Law “Blood Sweat & Fears” in
2003, but stops at “Super Babylon”, and
there is the Marvel / Epic collection of the
original series “Marshal Law : Fear &
Loathing” published in 1990 and
republished by Titan in 2003. Sadly, none
of the crossover work has been collected.
It’s interesting that even though the
character has only seen around 20
appearances, he has had so much of an
impact though and remains a cult
concern. But “Fear & Loathing” remains a
bold, savage, though not altogether subtle
attack on the concept of “heroes”, science,
religion and politics. The extended
storyline of “Fear & Loathing” allows the
story to breathe, it doesn’t just feel like a
string of attacks on superheroes (although
there are lots of them) like the later strips
do. It’s like Mills & O’Neill managed to
gather all of their favourite targets into
one, beautifully illustrated comic. Classic.
AUTHOR:
LUKE WILLIAMS
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PALOOKAVILLE
BY SETH

1991 was a great year for literate, grown-up comics, with important works from
Adrian Tomine (Optic Nerve), Roberta Gregory (Naughty Bits), Julie Douchet (Dirty
Plotte), David Mazzucchelli (Rubber Blanket), and many more coming to the fore,
building on the established beachhead for literary 'alternative' comics set
by The Hernandez Brothers, Art Spiegelman, and the rest.

B

ut a highlight for me amongst
these literary comic delights was
the debut of Palookaville (or
Palooka-Ville) from the artist known as
Seth. Since then, it's been a constant
example of an incredibly talented creator
taking his time to tell the stories he wants
to, beautiful, incredible stories that I have
loved since I first picked up that first issue.
PALOOKAVILLE - A UNIQUE WORK
FROM A UNIQUE TALENT
Palookaville is the creation of one
Gregory Gallant, working under the name
he took for himself from 1982, Seth. Up
until 1991, Seth's only comic work was
taking over Dean Motter's Mister X series
from the Hernandez Brothers (no mean
feat in itself.) And that work showed us a
youthful talent, stylish and confident, not
that Seth really saw that though, as he told
Gary Groth in a Comics Journal interview
in 1997, 'When I first saw it in print,
reduced and printed, I realized I had to
simplify my style more. And so, I think by
somewhere in the middle of the Mr. X run,
I started to understand a little better what I
was trying to accomplish.'
But it was in the smaller works that
came later, the odd one and two-pagers in
the Drawn & Quarterly Magazine that
showed us that this was a great artist with
potential for far more, something that Seth
had been honing in the years between
Mister X and the work we'd see in
Palookaville.
Again, from the Comics Journal

interview - 'It was right around the end of
Mr. X, when I first started discovering the
old New Yorker artists. And that had a
really big influence on me. That opened up
a whole floodgate of interests in past
cartoonists in a way that I hadn't had
before. And from there on in, I've pretty
much obsessed with collecting and
studying any kind of old cartooning.'
In Palookaville, Seth first truly found his
unique voice, living up to all of that
potential, developing that gorgeous style
that marks his work, those lush, simple
lines evoking a nostalgia for that bygone
era of newspaper cartooning of Peter Arno
and Charles Addams.
He's not the most prolific of artists, with
just 23 issues of Palookaville and four
original graphic novels to his name in the
30 years between 1991 and 2021, but if
ever there was a staggering example of the
old adage about quality over quantity, Seth
is it. It doesn't matter how long it takes for
a new Seth material to come out, I'll
always be there standing in line for it on
release day.
THE MAN KNOWN AS SETH
Seth lives in Guelph, Ontario, in his
home, Inkwell's End, with his wife, the
hairdresser Tania van Spyk - Seth designed
the salon his wife owns, an amazing retrostyled thing.
He's an unusual man for sure, someone
whose life and art seemingly intertwine,
his art evocative of a bygone age, the clean
lines, the nostalgia, the obvious love of

classic cartooning from the 1930, '40s, and
'50s, all of it fills his work and fills his life.
Seth seems to occupy a bygone age
himself, dressing in vintage clothing,
beautiful retro suits and Fedoras, often
walking with a cane, eschewing the
modern world to a great degree, he seems
to be living what he draws. There's almost
a sense of Seth the artist as something of a
performance in itself, separate from the art
that's created.
SETH & PALOOKAVILLE - FAR MORE THAN A
MELANCHOLY NOSTALGIC MEANDER...
Because Seth's style evokes that seeming
nostalgia for the past, a common criticism
of his work is that it's all just a nostalgic
meander, all angst-ridden and miserablist.
But that misses so much of what's here in
his work, so full of joyous moments of
simple beauty in life. His wonderfully rich
body of work shows us a man, an artist,
who looks deeper into the world around
him and, by comparison to a bygone age,
asks important questions about our lives
and ourselves.
He’s worked to simplify what he puts on
the page, again walking in the footsteps of
the greats of the times he's referencing in
his work, each panel a small collection of
lines arranged with breathtaking ease into
something of stunning beauty.
BACK TO PALOOKAVILLE #1...
April 1991 saw the first issue of
Palookaville, with a second coming out
just five months later in September - which
for Seth is a spectacularly quick follow-up
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(issue #3 didn't appear until June 1993).
The first three issues were beautiful things,
despite what the artist might say, and
cemented my love of his work that's
continued through the decades.
The Seth we meet in Palookaville #1-3 is
hardly the Seth we'd recognise, artistically
or personally, from his later works. Never
collected, they're probably seen by Seth as
minor pieces, these early issues harken
back to his earlier days of being a
somewhat outlandish punk/goth, with
bleached hair and make-up.
The first issue deals with a time he was
attacked on the subway because of his
different looks (the makeup, the long
bleached white hair) and issues two and
three takes us back to the time he lost his
virginity to an older woman whilst
working a service job. But minor works in
Seth's mind or not, they're well worth
tracking down, hopefully at one point we'll
see a complete collection that brings all of
these short works together - he's certainly
an artist whose work demands it.
THE COLLECTED SETH AND THE
CHANGE IN PALOOKAVILLE
Whilst those small tales, in Palookaville
#1-3, are beautiful little things, it was with
Palookaville #4 (1993) that he really came
into his own as an artist with the beginning
of It’s a Good Life, If You Don’t Weaken.
It's not his most accomplished perhaps,
not his most refined, but it's my personal
favourite, the comic equivalent of that
favourite book that you know practically
every word yet the familiarity actually adds
to the experience.
When originally in Palookaville, it was
never explicitly referred to as either fiction
or non-fiction, we were merely led to
believe that this was an autobiographical
tale, of Seth the artist and man searching
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for an obscure cartoonist from The New
Yorker, 'Kalo'. But, as would become the
way with all of Seth’s work, the genius was
not in whether it was true or not, but in the
unfolding of the journey to get there, the
classic example of Seth's way of creating
immense joyfulness through quiet little
moments, something that exists in so
much of his work.
He followed up It's A Good Life with
Clyde Fans, his longest work to date,
beginning in Palookaville #10 (1997) and
finishing in #23 (2017). It's perhaps his
most bleak and darkly nostalgic work,
telling of two brothers, Abe and Simon
Matchcard, who couldn't be more different
and their life in decline over the years as
they struggle with their fan-selling
business. Again, it's Seth using the past to
tell of universal things, the observations of
our successes and failures and what they
mean for us over the course of our lives. It's
a beautiful, quite brilliant work.
With 2010’s Palookaville #20, the comic
switched to hardback volumes, with two
or three years between each volume, each
containing continuations of stories,
sketchbook pages, articles, exhibits, and
much more. And the decision to keep
serialising his works rather than switch to
the more obvious working method of
producing graphic novels says much about
the way that Seth works, as he mentions in
a 2015 interview at CBR - 'I suppose the
book is actually a better fit for me. It allows
a kind of freedom of content that better
expresses my various endeavors and
interests.' And it's that freedom that Seth
enjoys, rather than the rigid, structured
task of creating a graphic novel 'Palookaville allows me to play around in a
way that is fruitful... I need that mental
buffer zone of the "anthology" to give me

permission to do such spontaneous,
indulgent comic stories.'
In addition to Palookaville, Seth has also
made several self-contained works,
beginning in 2004 with the rather
harrowing Bannock, Beans and Black Tea,
where Seth collected stories told to him by
his father, John Gallant, about growing up
in rural Canada during the Great
Depression.
2005's Wimbledon Green, a comedy of
whimsy about a legendary comic collector
in pursuit of an elusive first issue, showed
us that Seth's sense of humour was a rich
and wonderful thing, and also marked a
new, looser style for the artist. In talking to
Alex Dueben for the Beat in 2019, Seth
described making Wimbledon Green as,
'An important point in my development as
a storyteller. Before that I had been
approaching comics in a very specific
way—trying to make “serious” works in
the comics form and trying to tell the
stories in a very straight forward
“naturalistic” approach. Wimbledon Green
loosened me up a lot.'
George Sprott continues that looser
style, in a gorgeous oversized book
originally serialised in the New York Times
from 2006-2007, with Seth reworking and
expanding it for the D&Q hardcover in
2009. It's another elderly character, this
time a TV personality in a small Canadian
city, but viewed through the book from the
perspectives of those who knew him
through the years. Again, it's Seth's work in
microcosm, Sprott seems a simple
character, all surface charm and seemingly
inconsequential, but delve deeper, explore
that life through flashbacks and interviews
and the simple tale becomes far more
complex.
2011's The Great Northern Brotherhood
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of Canadian Cartoonists was something of
a return to Wimbledon Green, celebrating
the world of comics and Canadian
cartoonists, some real some fictional,
gathering in their own strange little
members-only gentlemen's club. It was a
work pulled from Seth's extensive
sketchbooks (first seen in 2002's
Vernacular Drawings), another lightweight
work - in humour, not in quality - that
introduced us to Seth's imagined city of
Dominion, a spectacularly fascinating sideproject you could only imagine coming
from Seth.
His latest work, serialising slowly in
Palookaville, is a sketchbook memoir
entitled Nothing Lasts, a work where Seth
returns to autobiography, a beautiful
exploration of the memory of the artist,
something that's already turned into a
masterpiece of memoir.
SETH'S DOMINION AND THE ARTIST
WORKING OUTSIDE COMICS
Seen fictionally in his work, including
Clyde Fans and The Great Northern
Brotherhood of Canadian Cartoonists, the
bizarre project that was Dominion was
completely Seth. Who else would take so
much time away from the drawing board
to construct a fully-formed, intricately
detailed, and architecturally gorgeous
cardboard imagined city of cardboard
buildings?
Dominion is a perfect example of the
artist's mindset, that of creativity in all
things. Seth's comic output may be
relatively small in many ways, but he's an
artist who's always at work, creating
comics, filling sketchbooks, rubberstamped journals, scrapbooks, puppets,
knitted models. Some of these works are
done with intent of utilising them for
future comics, others simply as art.

Dominion began as the setting for five
different stories he intended to develop
into longer form, so Seth set about
imagining the businesses and the people of
Dominion with the intent that the
buildings would kick start the stories of the
people and the place. He made 20 intricate
model cardboard buildings at first, before
deciding he was going to make 100. And
whilst the stories from Dominion he
originally had in mind may have come to
naught, Dominion continues to evolve into
its own, quite separate work of art,
exhibited across Canada and featuring in
the documentary movie, Seth’s Dominion.
Seth's artistic nature is such that he's
always searching for something more,
always creating, often with no particular
goal in mind. But he's also one of many
modern cartoonists who are cruelly
snatched from us all in their ongoing
need to make enough money to
keep a roof over their heads. Which
is just one of the reasons why Seth's
Palookaville is hardly a regular treat
for us many fans. His commercial art
work and his wonderful design work
are in high demand, keeping the
artist more than busy (and in
vintage wear). He's produced work
for the Lemony Snicket series All
The Wrong Questions, and he's
designed the beautiful Complete
Peanuts, The Collected Doug
Wright, and The John Stanley
Library, all from
Fantagraphics Books.

a magnificent artist, a true original, a
marvelous stylist, and a man who makes
comics that are always worth waiting for,
no matter how long that may be.
As a perfect introduction to the work of
a true artist, I’d encourage you to seek out
all of his work, but for three to begin with,
there’s no better place to start that the
brilliance of It’s A Good Life, If You Don’t
Weaken, Wimbledon Green, and George
Sprott. In that trio of books alone, you
should have more than enough to make
you fall in love with the work of Seth, just
as I did with that first issue of Palookaville
back in 1991.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON

PALOOKAVILLE – A WORLD OF
ARTISTIC BEAUTY – AND WELL
WORTH A VISIT
In Palookaville and his
graphic novels, the true
spirit of Seth is to be found,
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HELLBLAZER
DANGEROUS HABITS
Taking over the incredibly successful Hellblazer title after 40 issues from
Jamie Delano was always going to be a tough call for anyone - but with Dangerous
Habits, Garth Ennis and Will Simpson hit the ground running, in a debut storyline
that completely blew the readership away with just one simple premise

J

ohn Constantine was dying. And
this time, there was no escaping it.
Because this wasn't anything to do
with the demonic or the infernal...
this was something far more Earthly, far
more mundane...
John Constantine had terminal lung
cancer.
From the first moment we caught sight
of the new storyline, in the DC Comics
house ad, the X-Ray pronouncing the
terminal diagnosis, the perfect strap line,
'This is one demon he never expected,'
the expectations for this one were high.
And both Ennis and Simpson, doing
their very first work for US comics,
managed to deliver a storyline that
remains one of the best of Constantine's
many great moments.
Yes, John Constantine, the harddrinking, 60-a-day smoking, mystery
man in a trenchcoat, the man who'd turn
up to defeat the magical threat with just a
cocky attitude and snappy comeback was
dying, and there was nothing he could
do. This time there's no beating this
demon. This time John Constantine was
going to die. Or so it seemed.
The six issue run would set up
everything that came later in Ennis'
excellent, Constantine-defining, run on
the character, one that lasted from issue
#41 through to #83, where Ennis would
later partner so successfully with Steve
Dillon, a partnership that would go on to
define the work of both men, leading to

the stunning successes of their runs on
Punisher and Preacher.
But before all that, there was the small
matter of John Constantine contracting
lung cancer, the terminal diagnosis that
sends him into a tailspin of introspection,
heartfelt goodbyes to what friends and
family have managed to stay alive and
(relatively) unscathed from their
proximity to a man whose life eats up
anyone close, desperate attempts to find
a solution that takes him to Ireland and
an old friend in even more immediate
need of help beating his devils, and
finally a plan of such cunning and
deviousness that it could only be
something Constantine would come up
with.
THE HISTORY OF CONSTANTINE...
The short history of Constantine up to
that point was one tied up with British

Oh, I’ve got it all
sewn up. I can save
you if it takes the last
drop of your blood,
I’ll drive your
demons away.

writers, but it all started with two
American artists, Steve Bissette and John
Totleben, and their
desire, bizarrely, to get Sting into the
pages of the Alan Moore written Swamp
Thing. Moore went along with it,
resulting in Sting popping up, un-named,
in a crowd scene in Swamp Thing issue
#25. But obviously, something about it
got to Moore, ending up with the
introduction, in issue #37, of the Sting
look-a-like, John Constantine. A cocky,
wide-boy magician, popping up out of
nowhere in his trench coat, always there
with the quip and the con-man's nature
of making people (and Swamp creatures)
do whatever he wants them to, with a
thin, nasty, knowing smile of a man who
couldn't ever be trusted.
Editor Karen Berger saw the potential
in the character and set about producing
a new series, with Moore choosing Jamie
Delano, then completely unknown in the
USA, as the man to tell the tale of John
Constantine in Hellblazer.
And so, from 1988, we got 37 issues of
Delano's brilliant exploration of the
character in the Hellblazer monthly. We
learned so much of the man behind the
myth, we saw his weaknesses, his fears,
and the heavy burden his path put upon
his shoulders. Constantine moved away
from the cocky bit part character, who'd
mysteriously appear to screw around
with Swamp Thing before, just as
mysteriously, disappearing, with
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Delano's run something of a master class
in how to create a fully-formed character
from what had been a mere cypher.
Suddenly, we had a complete
Constantine, still cynical and foulmouthed, still chain-smoking, but with a
depth never thought possible from the
character we first met.
AND THEN CAME ENNIS & SIMPSON...
When Delano stepped down with issue
#40, there were some incredibly big
shoes to step into. But then we saw that
first Ennis and Simpson Hellblazer issue,
the first episode of Dangerous Habits and
it was revelatory.
Ennis' intent was obvious - make the
biggest splash possible with the character
- and it worked so incredibly well.
'I did want to do it differently, because
I don't see Constantine quite the same
way Jamie does, but as well as that I
thought, you're following an established
writer on a book, you're going out in
front of a new audience, and it's like
you're really only going to get one shot at
this, so you better impress the hell out of
them first time, and do something
extreme, and do something radical -even if you're biting off more than you
can chew, you have to try and make a
splash because otherwise all the readers,
their automatic assumption is that this
new writer won't be as good. They're
only going to try a couple of your issues,
so you better grab them by the balls first
chance you get.’
GARTH ENNIS ON DANGEROUS HABITS
Both Ennis and Simpson had already
made a name for themselves in the UK,
with the Irish born writer having created
plenty of controversy and garnered
plenty of critical acclaim through the
likes of Troubled Souls, For A Few
Troubles More, and True Faith, before
becoming John Wagner's anointed
successor on Judge Dredd. Similarly,
Simpson's 2000AD work had been
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“I’m the one who
steps from the
shadows, all
trenchcoat and
cigarette and
arrogance, ready
to deal with the
madness.
getting a hell of a lot of attention,
culminating in Rogue Trooper: War
Machine.
But to deliver Dangerous Habits as
their first US work - now that was both
incredibly audacious and incredibly
impressive.
PICKING UP SOME
DANGEROUS HABITS...
Dangerous Habits set a new tone for
Hellblazer, and created characters and
storylines that continued to have a life
beyond this first 6-issue tale, not the least
of which is that Dangerous Habits formed
the basis for the 2005 Keanu Reeves
Constantine movie, as well as informing
so much of the tone of the NBC
Constantine TV series starring Matt
Ryan.
Giving John terminal cancer absolutely
changed the book in an instant, the
horror of boring, predictable reality
immediately overwhelming anything
John's ever had to face before.
Yes, John Constantine was dying. The
years of smoking had caught up with
him, and he was looking at a terminal
diagnosis, something so far from how he

ever considered he’d meet his end. We're
along with John for the terrible
realisation that this is it, the end, and we
watch as he alternates between railing
against it and collapsing into self-pity.
His desperate search for any way out
takes him first to Ireland an old friend, a
fellow dabbler in magic, Brendan, whose
own life has gone to hell (literally) in the
pursuit of a magical pint - it sounds so
dumb, but with Ennis writing it, it makes
wonderful sense. See, Brendan's made a
deal with the devil, his soul in exchange
for the power to amass the finest of
drinks. And tonight, the devil's here to
claim his prize.
John, however, has other plans. And
those plans are what set Dangerous
Habits onto its next phase, where John
Constantine simply dares not die - after
all, this is the man who cheated the First
of the Fallen out of his mate's soul in a
wonderfully John Constantine way – a
pint of magical Guinness made from holy
water.
And so begins John’s plot to get himself
out of the shit, something that's so
audacious and cunning that only he could
even consider it, a plan to cheat the First
of the Fallen out of his soul by bringing in
the other two members of DC's
triumvirate of Hell's rulers, Satan, and
Beelzebub. How he does it has that
glorious element of both a perfectly put
together heist tale (with John's soul as the
prize) and the simplicity of a classic bit of
old folklore.
Ennis' conclusion twisted and turned,
and the thrill of watching Constantine
play one off against the other,
manipulating these most powerful of all
evils the same way he would some
schmuck on the street, was a wonderful,
and very Constantine, way of solving the
insolvable problem of getting a cure for
the incurable cancer riddling his lungs
and pulling his soul out of the fire into
the bargain.
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POST DANGEROUS HABITS...
Subsequent Ennis Hellblazer tales,
both with Simpson and the much-missed
Steve Dillon, managed to hit just as hard,
with John dealing with evil of all sorts,
with John beating down National Front
racists, demonically possessed Royals,
the King of the Vampires, and venturing
through an alternative America with the
bloody, brain-spilling spirit of JFK.
But the crucial aspect of Ennis' writing
on Hellblazer, first seen here in
Dangerous Habits, is where the magical
and demonic comes up against reality.
Ennis gave a human face to the wide-boy
magician, firstly here with his brush with
cancer, and later when he introduces Kit
Walker, perhaps the most significant
woman there's ever been in John's life, a
woman who managed to cut through all
of John's bluster and bullshit, and a
relationship that, inevitably, was doomed
not to last.
Over the course of the series, Ennis'
brilliance in writing Constantine was in
the way he masterfully combined the
machinations of the master magical conman, going up against all manner of
diabolical and Earth-bound fiends with
the joy of the everyday, the spirit of
friendship and love, never better
summarised in the simple issue
celebrating John's 40th birthday in issue
#63's 'Forty,' or issue #49's 'Lord of the
Dance,' a Christmas tale of redemption
and friendship... Ennis' Constantine was
a conflicted, difficult, horrible man,
terribly flawed, but Ennis wrote him so
well, so naturally, that we couldn't help
but fall in love with him just that little bit.
However, quite understandably in so
many ways, Ennis has come to find the
Constantine he wrote distasteful...
“I’ve known a few too many lovable
rogue/wide-boy types in real life…
people who abuse their friends,
disappear for a while, then come back

and do it again because they know they’ll
be forgiven. I’ve no desire to write a
character who essentially gets his pals
killed and then explains that they were
doomed anyway, so why not just spend
their lives and use them up.”
GARTH ENNIS ON JOHN CONSTANTINE
You can see where Ennis is coming
from, particularly as John has a habit of
sneaking into his writer's lives, with Alan
Moore, Jamie Delano, Peter Milligan,
and Brian Azzarello all running into him
at times, most memorably with his
second meeting with Moore… 'He steps
out of the dark and speaks to me. He
whispers: "I'll tell you the ultimate secret
of magic. Any cunt could do it.’
Frankly, with John Constantine, it's
always best to keep him at arm's length.
But the work that Ennis and Simpson
began here, with Dangerous Habits, still
stands as an incendiary introduction to a
new creative team and one of the most
essential storylines for a dangerous,
diabolical, and intoxicating character.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON
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DEADPOOL
The Merc with the Mouth

“W

hat coked-out, glass
pipe-sucking
freakshow comic
book artist came up with that little
chestnut? Probably a guy who can't draw
feet!"
“House blowing up builds character.”
In 1989, the House of Ideas was sold
by New World Cinema to a company
controlled by Ronald Perelman. In just
three years, that house would get blown
up and rebuilt, especially by two young
men called Todd McFarlane and Rob
Liefeld. By this time there had been a
changing of the guard and “the majority
of Marvel’s most popular artists … were
once again under the age of thirty,” Sean
Howe points out in his Marvel Comics
the Untold Story.
Perelman realised that Marvel “had a
potential to be a ‘mini-Disney in terms of
intellectual property’.” He was so right.
But the reason he would not be the man
to realise this potential is explained by
his focus on a company that was “ripe for
exploitation and profit”. He had no
interest in the content of what he was
selling.
Todd McFarlane, a self-taught
Canadian artist, wanted to get out from
under any obligation to follow another
writer’s scripts. To his surprise, he was
given his own title: Spider-Man (no
adjective). So how comfortable was he
with his own writing abilities? “I don’t
really consider myself a writer, so I don’t
pay attention to writing.” Was this
image-based approach going to work?
(Spot the pun…)
In spite of an entirely unmemorable
story, and with the addition of copies
that were bagged (“I’m going to have to
buy two, so that I can open one…”), the

sales of issue #1 topped 2.65 million.
Rob Liefeld had a similar attitude to
McFarlane. But, boy, was he full of ideas!
When Bob Harras wanted a new leader
for the New Mutants, he got bombarded
with “pages and pages of costume
designs and brand-new characters”. Out
of this came Cable. Harras and Louise
Simonson had some input into the
character, but Louise soon realised “that
Rob really wasn’t interested in the
stories at all”. She points out that Liefeld
“would do square windows on the
outside of the building, but round ones
when you cut inside the building”.
McFarlane again: “If I can turn in 22
blank pages and the kids buy a million
copies, who cares how comic books have
been done for the past 50 years?”
Ron Perelman certainly didn’t care.
Sales improved when Liefeld started
drawing New Mutants with issue #86,
but when it was relaunched as X-Force,
poly-bagged and with 5 different trading
cards, it sold nearly four million copies!
And this coincided with Marvel’s launch

Together this new
power duo
introduced a bunch
of new characters:
Domino, Shatterstar,
Feral, and the best of
them all, Deadpool.

on the stock exchange. Shares rose on
the first day’s trading. Perelman
pocketed $10 million dollars personally.
But amidst all this Rob Liefeld made
one really brillaint decision. When
Louise Simonson left the writing chores
on New Mutants, he asked for Fabian
Nicieza to replace her. Together this new
power duo introduced a bunch of new
characters: Domino, Shatterstar, Feral,
and the best of them all, Deadpool.
Liefeld realised that his new
characters had to compete with the
popularity of Spider-Man and
Wolverine. So, Deadpool can regenerate,
but in a different way from Wolverine (or
Captain Scarlet, or Keanu Reeves’ and
Matt Kindt’s BRZRKR). Weapon X by
Barry Windsor-Smith shows the agonies
Logan goes through to recover. But
Deadpool can lose his head and then fit it
back on (in The Immortal Hulk a literal
loss of his head does not spell the end for
our green giant). Stan Lee’s dialogue in
Spider-Man is genuinely witty. The Merc
with a Mouth obviously needs dialogue
to come out of that mouth. It would take
a while for Deadpool to evolve into the
wisecracker we now know and love, but
very few characters arrive fully formed
(Superman did not originally have
krytonite; the X-Men did not originally
sell very well). Eventually, it seemed that
Deadpool was even immortal (“cursed …
with life,” remarked Thanos).
At the start, Deadpool was a
supervillain, rather than an anti-hero. He
was also sometimes compared to DC’s
Deathstroke. But if you compare the XMen, say, with DC’s Doom Patrol, you
will soon see that there is little
completely new under the sun.
Deadpool’s name is even Wade Winston
Wilson, which as well as sticking to Stan
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Lee’s alliterative rule also somewhat
resembles Deathstroke’s surname which
is, eh, Wilson. It’s all good fun for the
fans.
Liefeld’s comics were all the better for
having a good writer. Of course visual
media like TV, movies, and comics
require good writing. As Hitchcock
famously remarked, there are only three
things you need for a movie: the script,
the script, and the script. He could
spend over a year developing a script and
then shoot the whole movie in a month
because everything had been carefully
thought out. Compare the best issues of
Fantastic Four by Lee and Kirby, with
The New Gods and the Demon which
Kirby produced by himself at DC. The
captions and the dialogue on the DC
books really let down Kirby’s good
looking ideas.
A remark by Nicieza is a useful guide
to the character: “Deadpool is whatever
… his brain tells him that he is in THAT
moment. [Due to his neurons being
affected by regeneration.] And then the
moment passes.” Ironically, for a
character conceived by an artist who
downplayed the importance of words, it
is the changes that writers have brought
that make him so unique. In one story it
was implied that this fluid character was
the offspring of the Trickster God, Loki.
In the world of Deadpool, almost
anything is possible. Including...
How can a comic book have even one
wall?
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Deadpool has
featured in video
games, animated
films, even a pinball
game. But the
movies proved a
huge success for
20th Century Fox.
You may be asking, what is this “4th
wall” that everyone refers to? In a
traditional theatre, the audience is
separated from the stage by what is
called a proscenium arch. Behind that is
a room which only has 3 walls, with the
4th, facing the audience, invisible. The
actors behave as if they are unaware of
the audience, but the audience can see
whatever is going on. When a character
breaks that illusion and speaks directly
to the audience, the actor is said to be
breaking the 4th wall.
In comics terms, the “wall” is the
panel border. Behind the border the
characters act out their story. When a
character looks out at the readers and
speaks directly to them the convention is
broken.

Joe Kelly (who, as well as being an
incredibly nice guy was one of the
creators of Ben 10 and wrote the great
Graphic Novel I Kill Giants) is credited
with Deadpool breaking the 4th wall in
his 1997 series and this has become a
defining characteristic in most of his
stories and in the Fox movies.
Deadpool is even aware that he is a
fictional comic book character. He can
even read back issues of his opponent’s
comics. This awareness has continued
into the movie version where he can
remark that there are only two X-Men in
the huge mansion because that was how
far the film’s budget stretched.
“Bad Deadpool … Good Deadpool.”
Never one to hold back on an illthought-out opinion, Liefeld remarked
in 2012: “Testament to Deadpool’s
appeal and durability is that he thrives
regardless of being regulated [? sic] to Dlist talent. Marvel A-list never touches.”
Never mind how insulting this sounds, it
is also quite untrue. Deadpool: The
Circle Chase (1993) had as its creative
team Fabian Nicieza and Joe Madureira.
In 1997 Joe Kelly’s ingenious use of
breaking the 4th wall gave the character
the final touch to its uniqueness. And his
collaborator was Ed McGuinness, hardly
a D-lister. However, the first part of
Liefeld’s statement is completely correct:
Deadpool has incredible appeal and
durability.
Deadpool has featured in video games,
animated films, even a pinball game. But
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the movies proved a huge success for
20th Century Fox. The first movie
(2016), no doubt helped by a cameo
from Rob Liefeld himself has so far taken
$783.1 million and the second (2018)
slightly more, at $785.8 million, the
highest-grossing X-film from Fox.
Perelman’s idea of Marvel as a “miniDisney” has been replaced by the even
bigger reality of Marvel being part of
Disney. Now that Disney has aquired the
franchises which were at Fox, Deadpool
is slated to be part of the continuing
MCU. Fabian Nicieza is said to have
written a screenplay, but as I write
Wendy Molyneux and Lizzie MolyneuxLoeglin are listed as the current
screenwriters. But, in Holywood,
anything can change anytime. Maybe
James Cameron will do it? Or maybe
we’ll get a super-long version from Zack
Snyder? Will it make a billion? Probably.
It came as a surprise to hardly any
industry watchers in 1992, not at all long
after the enormously successful year that
they’d all just had, that Liefeld and
McFarlane, along with Jim Lee, Erik
Larsen, Whilce Portacio, Jim Valentino,
and Marc Silvestri left their past careers
behind them and formed a publishing
company with the apposite name of
Image. It has evolved into a company
which publishes many terrific creatorowned titles such as Mark Millar’s which
have a link to non-Marvel/DC
blockbuster movies.

bunch of enthusiastic guys - it was all
guys - who wanted to have control over
their Intellectual Properties.
"I'll be the first to tell you that we [the
Image collective] were never the best
artists,” remarked Liefeld. “ We were
never the best at anything, but just like a
song or a band or whatever, we caught
on and we toured rigorously."
How did that work out? Well, in 1997,
McFarlane’s Spawn was a huge liveaction movie and an animated series.
But an announced live-action sequel
has yet to appear. In 2018, Netflix were
meant to be acquiring Rob Liefeld’s
Extreme Universe for a very large sum
of money. But the deal fell apart.
Marvel themselves had not done so
well under Perelman. Huge sales did in
no way equal the number of actual
readers. There are still many unread,
bagged copies lying around. 1991’s
BOOM! Was followed by 1996’s BUST!
However, like Deadpool, Marvel
regenerated under their new owners
and are now thriving. The new owners,
you see, had respect for the characters
and stories which there is no proof that
Perelman ever read.
But for all these guys, 1991 was one
of the most important years in their
lives and Deadpool one of the greatest
new characters to appear.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE

But back at the start it was just a
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BONE

The most important comic of the modern era!

A

nyone who’s read Bone will tell
you how good it is, bringing
together a Marx Brothersesque
comedy with the feel of something mixing
the cuteness of early Disney movies and
the epic scope and darkness of a Lord of
the Rings fantasy. It’s funny, it’s sweet, a
whimsical delight with an increasingly
dark tone as the series progresses.
The first b&w issue of Jeff Smith's selfpublished Bone appeared in July 1991 and
was a big success pretty early on, thanks to
Smith’s visions, skills, and hard work - but
even with that early success, no-one,
certainly not Jeff Smith, would ever have
imagined what Bone would eventually
become.
By 2021, more than eight million Bone
volumes have been sold in North America
alone; it’s been published worldwide, and
is universally acclaimed as a true all-ages
comic. Yes, Bone is an undeniable, perhaps
one-of-a-kind, comics success story.
But I'd go way further than that; I
believe that Bone is THE most important
comic of the last 30 years. I'd say that it's
something that's revolutionised comics for
kids, and a comic that's done more to
expand the medium we love by bringing in
so many new, young readers than anything
else.

MEET THE BONE COUSINS...
In the pages of Bone issue 1, we meet
the three wonderful Bone cousins; kindhearted Fone Bone; greedy con-artist
Phoney Bone; and the amoral and selfcentered Smiley Bone. They're chased out
of their home of Boneville (thanks to the
latest of Phoney's schemes) and end up in
a mysterious valley filled with wonderful
and terrifying creatures.
As the series went on, we enraptured
readers met, amongst many other
wonderful characters; Thorn, the warrior

princess and Fone’s one true love; her cow
racing grandmother, the formidable
Gran’ma Ben; the great Red Dragon; and
the Tolkien-esque threats of Kingdok, The
Hooded One, and their ultimate master,
the Lord of Locusts, not to mention the
evil (and incompetent) minions, the Rat
Creatures... stupid, stupid rat creatures!
It’s a comic that transcends genre,
beginning as a simple comedy (but a great
one, Smith truly being a master of great
physical comedy) but swiftly heads deep
into epic fantasy territory, complete with
an ever-increasing sense of threat and
darkness. The early issues had a
wonderfully lighthearted feel, something
of a comedy soap opera, but Smith made it
clear that that was all about giving the
readers that sense of place, of getting to
know the characters, before switching
things up, a calm before the storm thing
‘In order for anybody reading the story
to care that there was some evil force

I thought it was really
important to set up a
place that we all like,
that we all want to
go to. We know
Gran’ma Ben, we
know Lucius and
his little cohorts in
the town

trying to attack the town, you have to care
about the town.... I thought it was really
important to set up a place that we all like,
that we all want to go [to]. We know
Gran’ma Ben, we know Lucius and his
little cohorts in the town. We’re familiar
with them. And we like Gran’ma Ben’s
cabin, and we like the ridiculous
adventures that go on. And that’s what is
taken away.’ Jeff Smith.
And we did care, we absolutely did. As
the issues or volumes progress, Smith
makes this world increasingly complex and
morally ambiguous, so much so that the
relative simplicity of the Bones is
eventually in stark contrast to the tangled
web of family secrets, mysterious
creatures, and dark, ancient evils that
spring up all around the Bone cousins.
But at the beginning... it was as simple as
three Bones walk into the valley. From
that, an epic was born.

THE OVERNIGHT SUCCESS THAT
WASN’T – BONE BEFORE 1991
The first thing you notice with Bone
issue #1 is how polished and fully-formed
it seems. But like most things that are
seemingly perfect from their start, Bone
was no overnight success story.
Born in 1960, the young Jeff Smith had
already created what were recognisably
Bone-like images as a young child. But it
wasn't until he was 17 that he realised that
there was an epic possibility to what he'd
been imagining all these years.
'In one summer, the summer of 17 years
old, I got Tolkien, Star Wars, and Heavy
Metal, Moebius and Bilal. And it exploded
my brain. There was so much there, and so
much on idea levels, story ideas, on
fantasy, on comics - I couldn't believe
comics for adults. My whole life, my
favorite things were Pogo, Bugs Bunny,
Uncle Scrooge, which is really where the
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Bones come out of. So just to shovel all
those things together made complete sense
to me.' Jeff Smith – interviewed by Tom
Spurgeon at Comics Reporter, 1999.
And that's it, that's what you can see in
Bone - it's Pogo meets Tolkien, cute
animals meet high fantasy (but with more
laughs), a dash of the European
philosophical comics thinking, and a
whole lot of wonderful adventure.
Thorn, Smith's first newspaper strip
version of Bone, was eventually published
in Ohio State's student newspaper,
featuring earlier versions of the familiar
characters and storylines we'd all later fall
in love with. Smith did that for about four
years, refining it, developing it, getting
better and better, before Smith discovered
comic books once more, comic books like
The Tick and Cerebus, comic books that
made him think his comics had a chance.
By 1989, when Smith was 29 years old,
he returned to Thorn, to Bone, and did the
work, researched comics, found out about
running a small business. This was it, he
was ready, Bone was ready... and success
was assured, right?

BONE’S DIFFICULT BEGINNINGS
IN 90s COMICS
Fast-forward to July 1991 and Bone issue
#1 hits the stands to a resounding lack of
interest. By this time the black and white
boom of TMNT et al had come and gone
and retailers just weren't looking at small
print-run b&w comics anymore. (It didn't
help that Todd McFarlane’s Spider-Man #1
came out in the same month.)
Smith had committed himself to six
issues, no matter what - and that's what he
did, even with sales dropping with each
issue, to the point where first orders for
issue #4 were around the 1,000 copy mark,
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not even enough to cover printing.
Thankfully, Smith didn’t give up, instead
he realised that he had to get the retailers
on board, so he got booths at distributor
expos, he reprinted Bone #1 and took
enough copies of the first three issues to
hand out to every retailer - and pretty
much wiped out his finances doing it.
But it worked... slowly. Issue five was the
first uptick in sales, the first little bit of
hope... nearly two years into it all. And
then Bone began getting noticed - Dave
Sim ran a preview in Cerebus, The Comics
Journal reviewed it, Diamond Distributors
did an interview in their catalogue, Jim
Valentino of Image Comics gave Bone the
back cover of a Shadowhawk issue. The
distributors noticed, the retailers noticed,
and the readers started noticing.
Issue eight got first orders of around
3,500, and it steadily built from then on - to
5,000, to 8,000, to 15,000 and then up and
up until it hit numbers of 60,000 plus in
1994. Bone was still selling 25,000 copies
after the fallout from the big distributor
moves of the mid-90s.
Smith was also smart enough to know
that collections were the future of Bone,
saying this to Tom Spurgeon in 1999, 'That
first collection we've sold well over
100,000. I would say that's 95% into the
comic book market.' That’s a stunning
figure for the time to sell 100k of Bone
collections through comic shops – but of
course, in years to come that number
would be completely eclipsed as Bone
sales exploded outside the comic book
stores.
And no history of Bone would be
complete without the other essential
member of Cartoon Books, Smith's wife
Vijaya. You could easily say that it's Vijaya

that made Bone the success it became, as it
was her sacrifice to walk away from her
Silicon Valley job to take on the noncreative side of Cartoon Books that really
allowed Bone to flourish and move
forward at a time when Smith was beset by
delays and difficulties.

PUTTING THE ALL INTO ALL-AGES
Bone is the absolute epitome of the allages comic, something that's so
multi-layered and well done that it has a
genuine appeal for ALL readers. It's the
universal appeal that comes from never
either pandering to a younger readership
or deliberately writing something 'adult',
rather writing something full of fun and
excitement, with genuine emotional
depth, packed with fully realised
characters, and never afraid to introduce
elements of real peril and even horror. This
is a book that fully embraces the wonders
of epic fantasy and does it incredibly well
for absolutely everyone.
Smith talked, in a 1994 Comics Journal
interview with Gary Groth of how Bone
was written for adults and that he didn’t
consider children when writing it. ‘The
only reason it can be read by children is
just because I’m staying true to the kind of
comic I always wanted to read when I was
a kid. And I still want to read it, but I’m an
adult now, so I have to write it so I’ll be
interested in it! I was always looking for a
comic with Asterix/Uncle Scrooge-type of
characters with a more intense story, a
bigger adventure that was more tightly
woven and had more consequences.’
But that deliberate decision to write the
comic Smith wanted to read as a kid AND
as an adult is what makes Bone work so
well. He creates a world of comedic
slapstick and fun that sits perfectly
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comfortably alongside a world of high
fantasy, one that would become
increasingly dark and full of threat as the
series went on.
And let's not minimise the other
important aspect of Bone as the all-ages
wonder, the fact that Smith is a
wonderfully creative and talented
cartoonist. His art was truly lovely to look
at, his stylised, simplified Bone cousins
sitting alongside the (slightly) more
realistic looks of Thorn, Gran'ma Ben, and
the rest. His storytelling was excellent, the
flow of his pages was so free and easy and
his line, right from the start, was refined
and strong, detailed when he needed to
be, simple when it worked.

THE SCHOLASTIC REVOLUTION THE MILLION SELLING BONE
It was that perfect all-ages aspect of
Bone that led to the most important
moment in its history - the day when
Scholastic Books came calling.
When Scholastic were looking for the
first book in their new Graphix imprint,
they came to Cartoon Books and Jeff
Smith. Steve Hamaker added sympathetic
colours and, 14 years after the first issue,
Bone Volume 1: Out From Boneville
became the first book in an imprint that
would go on to prove spectacularly
successful. It was a deal that proved
mutually beneficial to both parties, with
Scholastic able to offer Smith's Bone to
bookstores and to the huge market of the
Scholastic Book Fairs and Book Clubs in
schools worldwide.
It meant that sales of the Bone books
absolutely exploded and it became the first
of the million-selling modern American
graphic novels, inspiring an entire
generation of young readers to read

comics, many for the first time. For
Scholastic and for plenty of comics
creators after Smith, it meant a
domination of the medium, selling
incredible numbers of graphic novels by
Smith, Raina Telgemeier, Dav Pilkey, Kazu
Kibuishi, and more.
And it's that aspect of Bone's history
and legacy that is so vitally important.
Already popular through Cartoon Books,
the Scholastic deal really allowed the
wonder of Smith's story to reach the wider
audience that fell in love with it and then
devoured more and more comics, both
through Graphix and beyond.
That's why Bone is more important than
Watchmen, Maus, Dark Knight Returns,
that's why it's the most important comic of
the last 30 years, for the long-term impact
that it's had upon young readers, filling
them with the love of comics that will
serve the entire medium well for the
future.

magnificent vindication of the vision and
sheer hard work of Jeff Smith.
There are so many different formats
available to you now, the Scholastic fullcolour collections are easy to find and
constantly in print, and the original
Cartoon Books b&w collections are still
available. But you also have the options of
the Cartoon Books one-volume editions,
available in both colour and the original
b&w. Plus, once you've read the initial
nine-volume series, you can explore the
world further in various prequels and short
story collections.
But no matter whether you read it in
b&w back then or in colour now, it's still
the same wonderful adventure, full of
laughter and great slapstick comedy, full of
warmth, full of delightful characters, a
truly epic piece of fantasy like no other, n
comics or anywhere else, something that
entrances readers, young and old.

TREAT YOURSELF TO THE
BRILLIANCE OF BONE!

AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON

In so many ways, Bone is THE most
important comic of the modern American
era, having turned more readers onto the
medium than anything else, a classic that
will go down in history. It is the greatest
epic fantasy in all of comics. Doesn't
matter how old you are, there's always
going to be something here in Bone for
you.
When I read the first issue of 1991 I
immediately fell in love with it, but within
a few months, I'd come to be championing
this as the best comic there was at the
time, something that reinvented a world of
folk tales and myths for a modern
audience. Seeing it become the most
important comic of its time has been a
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REVIEWS

1991 - COMIC REVIEWS

Batman/Judge Dredd:
Judgment on Gotham
Written by Alan Grant & John Wagner,
art by Simon Bisley
Publisher: 2000 AD / Fleetway (UK)
Judge Death hops between
universes to land in Gotham City,
while Batman hops over to MegaCity One to come face to face with
Judge Dredd – and that’s pretty much
all you really need to know to enjoy
Judgment on Gotham. The great fun
of this first (and definitely the best) of
the numerous Batman & Dredd
crossovers is watching Batman and
Dredd butt heads, with Judge
Anderson chipping in with a bit of
common sense and pithy one-liners.
It all smacks of Wagner and Grant
having a load of fun with both
characters and the differences
between the near-fascist lawman and
the Dark Knight detective vigilante,
taking everything up several levels,
something that’s perfect for Bisley to
illustrate with his painted style. You
can ignore all the sequels, this is
everything you need and more.
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Blast!
Edited by Stuart Green,
Fiona Jerome, Dave Elliot
Publisher: John Brown
Publishing (UK))
The ‘90s saw plenty of Brit comics
launched and plenty go to the wall, but
1991 was notable for its failures. You
had Revolver (1990-1991), Crisis (19881991), Marvel UK’s Meltdown (1991),
and Toxic! (1991 – more on that further
down), all of which looked at the
growing market for more mature
comics and got in on the action.
Blast! was John Brown Publishing’s
punt at making a big, grown-up Brit
comic. They’d already had huge success
taking on Viz and figured this would be
a similar success - it wasn’t.
Despite having a pretty damn fine
line-up of new and reprint material
from Brit, Euro, and American talent,

Blast! managed just seven issues from
June to November 1991. Chalk it up to a
damn fine try but, ultimately, a failure.
Inside, you found early Warren Ellis
series Lazarus Churchyard, with the
great D'Israeli on art, Marya Muerta &
Yan Shimony's Big Berta, Glenn Dakin's
War, and Enrique Sánchez Abulí &
Jordi Bernet's Torpedo 1936, plus new
Mr Monster material from Michael T.
Gilbert and Simon Bisley. The reprint
material included Paul Chadwick's
Concrete, Pedro Henry and Steve
Dillon's Axel Pressbutton, Charles
Burns' Dog Boy, and Peter Bagge's The
Bradleys.
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Dirty Plotte

By Jeff Smith
Publisher: Cartoon Books (USA)

By Julie Doucet
Publisher: Drawn & Quarterly (Canada)

When this little black and white comic
book came out, in a miniscule print run,
no-one could have imagined that it would
go on to fill 1300 pages, sell over 8 million
copies in North America alone, be
published in over 30 countries, win award
after award, included its inclusion on
TIME Magazine’s 'Ten Best Graphic
Novels of All Time,' and would pretty
much revolutionise comics for kids once
it was published as the launch title for
Scholastic’s graphic novel imprint,
Graphix Books, in 2005.
But it did all that. And it did it so
wonderfully well. And it all started here,
as the three Bone cousins (Fone, Phoney,
and Smiley) find themselves on a strange
adventure leading them into a magical
and mysterious valley filled with
wonderful and terrifying creatures. As the
series went on, we enraptured readers

met Thorn, the warrior princess and
Fone's one true love; her cow racing
grandmother, the formidable Gran'ma
Ben; the great Red Dragon; and the
Tolkien-esque threats of Kingdok, The
Hooded One, and their ultimate master,
the Lord of Locusts, not to mention the
evil (and incompetent) minions, the Rat
Creatures... stupid, stupid rat creatures!
Whether you read it in b&w back then
or colour now, it's still the same
wonderful adventure, full of laughter and
great slapstick comedy, full of warmth,
full of delightful characters, something
that entrances readers, young and old.
In so many ways, Bone is THE most
important comic of the modern
American era, having turned more
readers onto the medium than anything
else, a classic that will go down in history.

In so many ways, Bone is THE most
important comic of the modern American
era, having turned more readers onto the
medium than anything else...

A series of intense, visceral,
incredible, spectacular comics from
the Canadian alternative cartoonist,
all about sex, menstruation, and life
in general, Dirty Plotte blasted into
comics big time in 1991.
Published from 1991–1998, Dirty
Plotte was a stunning debut from
Douchet, telling her no holds barred
autobiographical stories of a woman
trying to make it in comics and in life
in general. It brought Doucet to a
wider audience and led, in time, to
more substantial works and graphic
novels, including Lift Your Leg, My
Fish Is Dead (1993), My Most Secret
Desire (1995), My New York Diary
(1999), and 365 Days (2007).
Sadly, by 2006, she was telling us
she'd quit comics completely - 'I quit
comics because I got completely sick
of it. I was drawing comics all the
time and didn't have the time or
energy to do anything else. That got
to me in the end.’ For anyone who's
ever experienced the sheer intensity
of a Julie Doucet comic, that's a damn
shame and a loss to the creativity of
the sequential arts.
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Kid Eternity

The Mask

Written by Grant Morrison, art by Duncan
Fegredo, letters by Gaspar Saladino.
Publisher: DC Comics (USA)

Written by John Arcudi, art by Doug
Mahnke, letters by Pat Brosseau
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics (USA)

The late '80s and early '90s were full of
this sort of thing, long-forgotten
characters brought back by the next
generation of Brit writers headhunted by
DC Comics (and later, Vertigo),
including Morrison, who'd already
dished up Arkham Asylum, Animal Man,
and Doom Patrol. Anything was up for a
reboot, the grimmer and grittier the
better, all part of that post-Watchmen
deconstructionism, and Kid Eternity is
very much part of that whole thing.
Morrison takes a throwaway character
from the '40s and goes dark with it from
the off. But it’s a messy, uneven read,
Morrison playing around with the
concepts of chaos that he'd revisit so
many times, way more successfully, in
later works.
Thankfully, it's elevated into something
far better than it had a right to be by
Fegredo's artwork. From the off, that
gorgeous triptych of covers, it's an
artistic delight, page after page of unusual
and unsettling layouts, scratchy lines
giving form to incredible details, all those
lush colours, it's a visual treat that makes
what could have been a complete mess
something worth a look.

The Mask was a big hit for Dark Horse
when it came out in 1991, but it’s one
that's now rather forgotten, overwhelmed
by both the way too many sequels and the
big budget Jim Carrey movie. And that's a
real shame, as The Mask was a huge bit of
fun, packed with over the top violence
and a cartoon sensibility.
It all began with Dark Horse publisher
Mike Richardson and artist Mark Badger
creating The Masque, a strip in Dark
Horse Presents, but when Arcudi and
Mahnke got hold of the idea they took it
to another level, giving us the story of
poor Stanley Ipkiss buying a mask for his
girlfriend, a mask that takes him over
when he puts it on, and leads to a series
that talks to the very best of every bit of
slapstick and all those classic Looney
Toons cartoons. It’s a lost series that really
does deserve more credit than it gets.
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Monsieur Jean

By Phillipe Dupuy and Charles Berberian
Humanos / Les Humanoides Associes (France)
After first appearing in 1989's Une Bonne
Surprise, in the album Frank Margerin
Presents: La Fête, Monsieur Jean really
came into its own with this first album
proper, starting a five-volume series of
absolutely delightful comics from DupuyBerberian, the pen name of Dupuy and
Berberian, who share all the writing and art
duties.
The Monsieur Jean tales are perfect little
things, everyday dramas of a simple, single
man in Paris, always on the lookout for new
ideas for his novel. It's sublimely wonderful,
a charming thing, full of gentle humour,
with a real warmth and joy of the everyday
coming through in every panel of DupuyBerbarian's artwork.

The Monsieur Jean tales are perfect little
things, everyday dramas of a simple, single
man in Paris...
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Naughty Bits

NFL SuperPro

By Roberta Gregory
Publisher: Fantagraphics Books (USA)

Written by Fabian Nicieza, pencils by Jose
Delbo, inks by Tom Morgan, Mike DeCarlo,
Kim DeMulder, and Bob Hall, colours by
Evelyn Stein, letters by Janice Chiang.
Publisher: Marvel Comics (USA)

Across 40 issues of Naughty Bits, Roberta
Gregory gave us so much that was
incredibly funny, all wrapped up in the ever
so angry everyday world of her character
Bitchy Bitch. In her tales, and those of her
lesbian counterpart, Butchy Bitch, Gregory
told a series of small tales that spoke very
much from a woman’s point of view,
feminist in as much as it speaks from the
female experience but anyone with a brain
(male or female) can see it as a document of
wonderfully exaggerated truths of the life of
any and every woman.
It's vibrant, it's visceral, it's ever so funny,
with Gregory’s artwork a wonderfully
scratchy and immediate thing that’s as
relevant now (whenever you’re reading
this) as it was in 1991.
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You want a perfect example of bad, bad
comics, this abomination of a comic is it.
Ridiculous from the outset, NFL
SuperPro is a superhero given a nighindestructible football uniform who then
gets his powers through the old chestnut
of those convenient experimental
chemicals and then goes out to battle a
never-ending supply of football-based
villains. Somebody at Marvel not only
thought this was good enough for the
(never more misnomered) Special
Edition, but also green-lit another 12
abysmal issues.
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Rubber Blanket

By David Mazzucchelli with Richmond Lewis
Publisher: Rubber Blanket Press (USA)
With three issues of Rubber Blanket
from 1991-1993, David Mazzucchelli
totally reinvented his comics career,
saying farewell to superheroes after the
not too shabby one-two punch of
Daredevil: Born Again and Batman:
Year One. Assembled by Mazzucchelli
and his wife, Richmond Lewis, this was
a comic that screamed of an artist
finding what he truly wanted to do.
Such a big artist walking away from
Marvel and DC was still a rare thing
(remember, this was still a year before
Image Comics), but for Mazzucchelli to
leave to go and produce the highly
personal, expressionistic works in
Rubber Blanket was completely out of
the left field.
First, you noticed the sheer size of
Rubber Blanket, a deluxe, over-sized,

9"x12" comic. Then you saw the cover,
that beautiful, low-key thing, and then,
if you were smart, you took a look
inside and immediately realised that
you were seeing the evolution of a great
artist. The storytelling was so bold,
with those big, big panels, his thick,
loose line, and with themes and stories
getting bigger and bigger as the comic
went on.
Mazzucchelli's work outgrew even
Rubber Blanket, with stories running
longer and longer. These three nearperfect issues laid the groundwork for
first his adaptation of the Paul Auster
story City of Glass until, eventually;
he'd complete his masterpiece, 2009's
Asterios Polyp. But Rubber Blanket is
where the artistic transformation first
took place.

Mazzucchelli's work outgrew even Rubber
Blanket, with stories running longer and
longer...
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Star Wars: Dark Empire #1

Toxic!

Written by Tom Veitch, art by Cam Kennedy, letters by Todd Klein, covers by Dave Dorman
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics (USA)

By various creators
Publisher: Apocalypse Ltd. (UK)

If the Marvel Star Wars comic pretty
much single-handedly saved Marvel
Comics back in 1977, there’s a good case for
saying that the 90s expanded universe,
including Dark Empire and Timothy Zahn's
books, may have saved Star Wars, or at least
kept it limping along until more films were
made.
Originally pitched by Veitch and
Kennedy for Marvel, they took it to Dark
Horse when they acquired the Star Wars
licence, and gave Star Wars fans a series
that was right up there with the epic stature
of the films themselves.
The first six-issue series rejoined the Star
Wars story six years after ROTJ and

Toxic! is often mentioned in the
same breath as Blast!, both appearing
at the same time and sharing the same
sensibilities. But with Toxic!
publishing 31 full-colour weekly
issues compared to Blast!’s 7 monthly
issues, you can definitely call Toxic!
the more successful of the two
failures.
Toxic! came about from a desire for
freedom and creative rights from
2000 AD alumni Pat Mills, Kevin
O'Neill, Mike MacMahon, John
Wagner, and Alan Grant. By all
accounts, it was Mills driving the
Toxic! bus, contributing the most
strips (mostly with co-writer Tony
Skinner) and setting an editorial tone,
pushing the violence up and looking
for a more anarchic comic, something
Mills had form with in his dealings
with the creation of both Action and
2000 AD.
The first issue came out strong,
featuring the return of Mills and
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featured all the familiar names; Han,
Chewbacca, Leia, Luke, Lando et al. It also
brought back both the Empire and with
Emporer Palpatine, saw Luke under
Palpatine's power and seemingly headed to
the dark side, and thrust Leia into the role
of Jedi saviour.
Another series, Dark Empire II, saw
print in 1994-1995, with the final part, the
two-issue Empire's End, coming out in
1995, an ending that seemed way too
rushed. But that first series, with those
gorgeous Kennedy watercolours and the
epic scope of Veitch's plot, is well worth
seeking out for a true Star Wars experience.
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X-Men #1

Written by Chris Claremont & Jim Lee, pencils by Jim Lee, inks by Scott Williams,
colours by Joe Rosas, letters by Tom Orzechowski
Marvel Comics (USA)
O’Neill’s Marshal Law series as the
main draw, with new strips Accident
Man from Mills, Skinner, and Martin
Emond, the Mills written Muto
Maniac with McMahon on art, and a
one-off Alan Grant and Simon Bisley
strip, Corpse With No Name. It
looked great, it was full of good strips,
how could it go wrong?
Yet, within the year Toxic! was
done and Apocalypse Ltd. were
bankrupt, with completed work
going unpaid. It appears that just too
many things went wrong - the
grinding churn of a weekly comic was
too much, Toxic! just didn’t have the
inventory in hand to cope, so strips
started slipping deadlines, strips
disappeared mid-run, sometimes
never to return, and there was talk of
creative difficulties and personality
clashes.
Still, despite it being a failure, it was
certainly an ambitious one, an
attempt to give readers something
new and exciting.

A massive release at the time, right in the
middle of the speculator boom, this one
had those five variant covers, from a time
where variants weren't the ever-present
plague that they became in the 2000s.
This is always listed as the biggest-selling
comic of all time - according to the
Guinness Book of World Records, with
reported sales of over 8.1 million copies.
But I’ll always question that as, although
I'm sure it sold plenty, there's no way it's
sold that many. After all, that 8.1million is
for sales to comic shops, who take their
stock on firm sale. It's not a measure of how
many were sold to customers for sure.
(Case in point, I was working at Nostalgia
& Comics Birmingham at the time and for

every copy of X-Men #1 we sold, there
were at least five copies sitting in the
basement, nicely tucked up in their comic
boxes. How many across the world suffered
a similar, unsold fate?)
As for what’s inside, Lee and Williams
pack the pages with kinetic lines and loads
of action, every panel full of overwrought
drama and so much stuff going on, all with
Claremont's heavy exposition drowning
every page in dialogue. It’s got Magneto
being all Magneto-ish, not one, but two
teams of X-Men, all fighting to get onto
Asteroid M and have at the master of
magnetism. It’s of its time, it’s big, bold,
busy, best-selling, but there’s so many
better X-Men comics out there.
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FACTS

COMIC FACTS
Wizard Issue 1
is published

Yummy Fur
moves to Drawn
and Quarterly

In The Incredible
Hulk 388 Jim Wilson
is revealed as
HIV positive

Egmont UK
buy Fleetway
Publications
Mandy merges
with Judy in
the UK

Last issue
of Raw is
published
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1991

interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1991

Reg Parlett, artist on Ivor Lott
and Tony Broke, dies age 87

Palookaville is launched
Crisis is
cancelled with
issue 63 in the
UK

Dr Seuss
dies at
age 87
Superman:
The Man
of Steel is
launched

Fred Bassett
artist Alex Graham
dies age 78

Star Wars Dark Empire
is published by Dark
Horse Comics
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